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SUBMISSION TO THE MINISTRY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE 
PROPOSED NATIONAL POLICY STATEMENT ON INDIGENOUS 

BIODIVERSITY  

Form 5: Submissions on a Publicly Notified Proposed Policy Statement or Regional 
Plan under Clause 5 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991 

  

To:    Ministry for the Environment 
         PO Box 10362 
         Wellington 6143 
Email:  indigenousbiodiversity@mfe.govt.nz   

Phone:  04 439 7400  
 

Name of submitter:  Beef + Lamb New Zealand Limited  

 and 

 Deer Industry New Zealand 

  

Contact person:  Corina Jordan 
 Environment Strategy Manager 
 Beef + Lamb New Zealand 
Address for service:    Corina.jordan@beeflambnz.com 

 and 

Contact person:  Lindsay Fung  
 Environmental Stewardship Manager 
 Deer Industry New Zealand 
Address for service:    Lindsay.Fung@deernz.org 

 

Beef + Lamb New Zealand Ltd and the Deer Industry New Zealand wish to be heard in support of this 
submission. Both organisations may provide further technical information and data to underpin their 
position in further discussions with Ministers and officials. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. Beef + Lamb New Zealand (B+LNZ) and the Deer Industry New Zealand (DINZ) 

welcome the opportunity to submit their views to the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) 
and Department of Conservation on the proposed National Policy Statement for 
Indigenous Biodiversity.  

2. B+LNZ and DINZ understand that the proposed National Policy Statement for 
Indigenous Biodiversity (‘NPSIB’) is intended to maintain indigenous biological diversity 
(indigenous biodiversity); and as such sets the policy framework for the sustainable 
management of indigenous biodiversity across New Zealand in ensuring regional 
consistency.  

3. B+LNZ and DINZ support the goal of the NPSIB to maintain and enhance New Zealand’s 
indigenous biodiversity. The indigenous fauna and flora of this country are precious and 
unique, they form a critical part of our personal and national identities. For the majority 
of farmers, indigenous biodiversity is a tangible aspect of the legacy farmers inherit and 
which they hope to pass on to their children. Our indigenous biodiversity is also a 
tangible aspect of our branding for New Zealand’s products when we promote them to 
the world, one which consumers from other countries can readily connect with.  

4. For our individual and cultural identity, for the legacies our farmers seek to leave in their 
lifetimes, for New Zealand’s ability to compete on the global markets, and for the intrinsic 
value that indigenous biodiversity holds, it is important to ensure that indigenous 
biodiversity is sustainably managed for current and future generations. 

5. This is why B+LNZ has committed to a vision for biodiversity in our Environment 
Strategy, which sets the goal for sheep and beef farms to provide habitats that support 
biodiversity and to protect our native species. 

 
Figure 1: B+LNZ's Environment Strategy Pillars 
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6. To safeguard the future of New Zealand’s indigenous biodiversity on farms and to 
achieve the goal set by our Environment Strategy, it is essential to give our farmers the 
ability to integrate indigenous biodiversity within their pastoral systems. Indigenous 
species should be a natural and functional part of agricultural farm systems, where the 
anthropogenic and indigenous components of the farm environment coexist and 
mutually thrive. These integrated farming landscapes will offer indigenous biodiversity 
habitat, corridors and networks, a better representation of New Zealand ecosystems, as 
well as a genetic and spatial buffer against the disruptions indigenous biodiversity will 
experience as a result of climate change. In this reciprocal relationship, farmers would 
benefit from the ecosystem services1, greater wellbeing, as well as economic benefits 
from this relationship.  

7. Farmers’ ability to achieve all of this, however, hinges on their ability to feel safe to make 
that integration, to make the space for indigenous species in their systems and to foster 
that relationship without risk of being penalised for doing the right thing. It is crucial for 
the future of indigenous biodiversity in New Zealand that policy gives our farmers that 
safety.  

8. The principles that B+LNZ and DINZ adhere to, and which we believe should guide any 
policy that seeks to achieve good outcomes for our native species, are that: 

• Policy should recognise, reward, and incentivise biodiversity work on farm.  

• Biodiversity is a valued resource which is integrated into our productive farming 
systems. 

9. We do not believe that the NPSIB will deliver the environmental outcomes that the 
Government seeks to achieve, and that the proposed policies will result in perverse 
outcomes both environmentally and economically.  

10. The NPSIB hopes to achieve the maintenance and enhancement of indigenous 
biodiversity through the strengthening of Significant Natural Area (SNA) regulation and 
by widening the scope of that tool. This tool is premised on the assumption that 
protecting threatened indigenous vegetation and, as proposed by the current drafting of 
the NPSIB, widening that protection to capture vegetation that is not threatened, will 
result in improved protection for indigenous fauna and flora generally, which should 
automatically flourish out of this protected status.  

11. The NPSIB as it is currently drafted recycles an ideology that research and experience 
has shown is not effective in safeguarding the future of our indigenous species. That 
ideology is that identifying and then ‘locking up’ indigenous habitats will result in their 
protection. This ignores the essential elements necessary for the sustainable 
management of indigenous biodiversity, namely the willing participation of landowners 
and communities. Through this willing engagement of communities, ground up 

 
1 Ecosystem services are defined as “the benefits people obtain from ecosystems”. The ‘ecosystems approach has 
its origins in ecological economics, recognising that the economy is a subsystem of the ecological system, and that 
sustainable economic activity needs to be performed within the biophysical limits of the natural environment. 
Natural resources scarcity is nowadays the limiting factor to economic development. 
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conservation initiatives and activities provide mechanisms for active protection which go 
beyond the resourcing available through crown entities.  

12. New Zealand has an opportunity, through this NPSIB, to effect real change through new 
approaches to maintaining and enhancing indigenous biodiversity. In the face of species 
decline that will be ever more vulnerable due to climate change, and with experience of 
the SNA system failing to halt this; it would be remiss, for us to ignore this opportunity 
and make do with a re-dressing of an inadequate tool.  

13. In B+LNZ and DINZ’s view, a number of proposals that the Government is currently 
consulting New Zealanders on (e.g. climate change, freshwater and biodiversity policy) 
will lead to significant wealth transfer and distributional impacts, without delivering 
sustainable outcomes nor policy frameworks to facilitate climate change mitigation and 
adaptation. 

14. We seek to ensure that policy decisions in different environmental domains are not made 
in isolation from each other, and as such we advocate for integrated environmental 
management. That is policy that achieves multiple positive outcomes on New Zealand’s 
environmental, social, cultural and economic wellbeings, without creating perverse 
outcomes and unintended consequences for pastoral farmers and New Zealand’s rural 
communities. 

BACKGROUND 

15. B+LNZ is an industry-good body funded under the Commodity Levies Act through a levy 
paid by producers on all cattle and sheep slaughtered in New Zealand. Its vision is 
‘Profitable farmers, thriving farming communities, valued by all New Zealanders’.  

16. Sheep and beef livestock production is essential to maintaining the vibrancy of rural 
communities and their cultural, societal, and environmental wellbeing, as well as 
contributing regionally and nationally to the country's economic wellbeing. 

17. In 2017-18, the red meat industry accounted for over 92,000 jobs, nearly $12 billion in 
industry value added and $4.6 billion in household income, including flow-on effects. It 
accounts for 4.7 percent of total national employment and over 4 percent of national 
industry value added and household income when flow-on effects are taken into 
account. The contribution of the sector to the national economy in absolute terms is 
substantial.2 

18. Exports from New Zealand’s red meat industry totalled $9.1 billion for the year ended 30 
June 2019 – about 16% of New Zealand’s merchandise goods exports – and we 
estimate domestic sales were around $1.6 billion at retail value.  The sector exports over 
90 per cent of its production and is New Zealand’s largest manufacturing industry. The 
health and wellbeing of the sheep and beef livestock production sector within New 

 
2 SG Heilbron Economic & Policy Consulting, Economic Impact of the Beef and Lamb Industries in New Zealand, 
Melbourne, January 2020 
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Zealand is therefore important to the economy of the country, and the ongoing vitality 
and wellbeing of rural communities. 

19. DINZ is a levy funded industry-good body established by the Deer Industry New Zealand 
Regulations (2004) under the Primary Products Marketing Act 1953. Its vision statement 
is ‘To promote and assist the development of the New Zealand deer industry. A strong, 
stable, profitable industry for all participants.’ 

20. DINZ’s levy payers are producers and processors of venison and velvet. There are 
roughly 1,500 deer farmers and 8 venison processing plants with approximately one 
million animals on farms.  

21. The deer industry is the youngest pastoral-based industry in New Zealand (the first deer 
farm licence was issued in 1970) but provides complementary land use, diversified 
markets and additional revenue to other pastoral farming industries. Indeed about 80% 
of deer farmers also farm other livestock species. 

22. The deer industry has particular affinity with the sheep and beef industry as: 

• deer farms tend to be multi-species (i.e. deer are farmed along with sheep and/or 
beef cattle); 

• products derived from deer farms are similar (venison alongside beef and lamb, 
annual velvet harvesting alongside wool); 

• deer farms occupy the same land classes and run similar production systems 
(breeding, venison finishing/velvet) and have similar levels of inputs.  

23. Both DINZ and B+LNZ are actively engaged in environmental management, with a 
particular emphasis on building farmers’ capability and capacity to support an ethos of 
environmental stewardship, as part of a vibrant, resilient, and profitable sector based 
around thriving communities. Protecting and enhancing New Zealand's natural capital 
and economic opportunities and the ecosystem services they provide is fundamental to 
the sustainability of the sector and to New Zealand's wellbeing for current and future 
generations. 

24. Drystock farmers are up to the challenge of playing their part in the actions needed to 
achieve New Zealand’s Indigenous Biodiversity objectives, with many farms already 
voluntarily and willingly undertaking restoration or conservation activities.  

25. As Kaitiaki, in aggregate farmers manage 2.8 million[1] hectares of native habitat, 
including 1.4 million hectares of native forest. This is the second largest holding of native 
forest and native biodiversity – bettered only by the Crown estate. In some regions, such 
as East Coast, there is more native biodiversity on land that sheep and beef farmers 
manage than in the Crown estate. As of 2017, around 47% of Queen Elizabeth II trust 
(QEII) covenants are on commercial sheep and beef farms and, in 2016, 60% of new 
covenants were on sheep and beef farms. Added to this is an estimated 180,000 
hectares of forestry blocks on sheep and beef farms. Since 1990, 4.3 million fewer 
grazing hectares are farmed for sheep and beef production. Approximately one million 
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hectares has become part of the dairy sector. Of the other 3.3 million hectares, this has 
gone to the conservation estate through land tenure review, regenerating vegetation, 
forestry, with some lost to urban development, viticulture and horticulture. 

26. DINZ does not have records of the extent of deer farmer investment in specific activities 
to protect or manage indigenous biodiversity but has been provided indicative data from 
QEII National Trust that suggests that in 2016 four percent of QEII covenants were 
associated with deer farms (168 covenants, average size 26 ha).  DINZ considers that 
deer farming would comprise about two percent of pastoral farming so it could be 
interpreted that the rate of QEII covenants is disproportionately greater for deer farmers. 

27. Pastoral farmers take an integrated and holistic view of the sustainable management of 
natural resources. They actively seek solutions that enable and empower multiple 
benefits across New Zealand's range of natural assets including biodiversity, aquatic 
ecosystem health, soils, climate, and healthy vibrant communities. 

28. Policy on indigenous biodiversity should be transformative in design, enabling and 
empowering individuals and communities to build resilience across all wellbeings, 
including ecosystem services, community and cultural wellbeing, climate change and 
adaptation, and economic wellbeing. While policy on indigenous biodiversity should 
provide for clear and timebound outcomes to enable business and community certainty 
including investment certainty, it should also provide carefully crafted frameworks that 
enable flexibility and innovation, for catchment or ecological region bespoke approaches 
to conservation, and provide for business and community economic wellbeing and 
adaptation. 

29. As such, it is imperative that policy on indigenous biodiversity is not created in a silo (in 
particular, in isolation from freshwater and climate policy), without considering the 
combined impact of multiple policies, and the need to provide for resilience and 
adaptation. Instead, we encourage domestic policy to provide a foundation that will 
deliver on New Zealand’s indigenous biodiversity outcomes and enable and empower 
New Zealand’s pastoral farmers to continue to build diverse, resilient, productive 
landscapes for the benefit of all New Zealand and in maintaining vibrant thriving 
communities. 

GENERAL SUBMISSION 

30. The proposed New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy (NZBS) that was launched in 2019 
advocated for a holistic and integrated approach to valuing our environment; and 
working across it in a way which recognises:  

• humans as part of the environment;  

• the provisioning of ecosystem services;  

• interconnected nature of ecosystems; and  

• the importance of building resilience.  
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31. B+LNZ strongly supported this approach in our submission on the NZBS (submission 
annexed to this submission as Appendix 1). 

32. B+LNZ and DINZ oppose the draft National Policy Statement for Indigenous 
Biodiversity’s approach to halting the decline of indigenous biodiversity, which is to 
maintain and increase land area in native vegetation through regulation of private land 
use, particularly pastoral land use, through Significant Natural Areas (SNAs). This 
approach, through its various provisions, fails to recognise and support the proposed 
NZBS holistic and integrated framework as described above 

33. The NPSIB’s SNA-centric approach fails to recognise the main drivers of habitat and 
species loss in New Zealand and would therefore fail to achieve the policy’s goals, as 
the greatest threat to indigenous biodiversity comes from pests and weeds. 
Furthermore, it overlooks the value of integrated pastoral systems as habitat for both 
indigenous fauna and flora, and the essential role of landowners and communities in 
understanding, valuing, and willingly engaging in the conservation of indigenous 
habitats.  

34. Policy frameworks which fail to recognise the outstanding conservation efforts already 
achieved by farmers, which derogate from the ability of farmers to build their 
understanding of the connections between their farming systems and indigenous 
biodiversity, and which fail to empower farmers to sustainably manage these habitats 
and species while running profitable businesses, are unlikely to achieve the long term 
sustainable management of these natural resources. The personal journey of a 
predominate sheep and beef farming family in relation to valuing, protecting, and 
enhancing indigenous biodiversity as part of their farm development is provided below.  

35. B+LNZ and DINZ submit that the approach proposed in the NPSIB will encourage 
perverse outcomes that are likely to have detrimental effects on indigenous biodiversity, 
as well as economic and social wellbeing in New Zealand.  

36. Farmers invest a great deal of their own time, resources, and efforts into maintaining 
and caring for indigenous biodiversity on their property which the NPSIB fails to 
recognise. These farmers do the work as part of their personal identity as kaitiakitanga 
of their land. They value that land and they value the biodiversity, many of them would 
readily explain that they enjoy having it on farm and consider it important to leave that 
legacy when they pass on, as a resource and treasure for their children and also as their 
mark in the world.   

37. Not only does the draft NPSIB with its focus on SNAs fail to recognise the extraordinary 
contribution that farmers make to indigenous biodiversity, it devalues their relationship 
with the biodiversity, serves to exclude them from it, and takes what most farmers 
consider an asset and turns it into a liability.  

38. The NPSIB as drafted appears to bias towards the partial or whole exclusion of humans 
and their livestock from land marked as SNAs, and potentially areas around SNAs. The 
on-the-ground effects of that type of policy framework are that the policy inadequately 
provides for people to provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing and 
maintaining existing use rights within SNAs, and potentially around SNAs.  
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39. The on-the-ground effects of that type of policy framework are: 

• The loss of productive land through exclusion of stock and fencing off of 
biodiversity that previously coexisted with the system as part of an integrated 
farming landscape. 

• Corresponding loss of production and income, resilience in the farm system, and 
flexibility in land use practices. 

• Increased costs incurred due to fencing and pest control requirements, as well as 
restoration obligations implied by the NPSIB. 

• Loss of land value – even where a farmer wasn’t planning to develop the land or 
change land use type, having a SNA declared over the property affects its land 
value (an on the ground example of this is provided below).  

• The grandparenting of land use, along with its inherent consequence of penalising 
farmers who have tried to tread gently through this world. Farmers who have 
invested in indigenous biodiversity on their farm and provided a space for native 
species to coexist within their system will effectively be penalised for doing so 
through the losses described above. These farmers who have done the most for 
indigenous biodiversity will bear the greatest costs and restrictions. Farmers who 
have eliminated indigenous biodiversity from their property, or not tolerated its 
regeneration on their properties, will be unaffected.  

• This sends a message to other farmers that biodiversity on farm is a risk to their 
livelihood, and indigenous vegetation that has not been classified as a SNA may 
be targeted for clearance for fear that it might become a SNA, either through 
regeneration or through the broad classification system that the NPSIB proposes.   

Indigenous Biodiversity integrated within a pastoral based farm 

A prominent environmental award winner in the Waipa catchment (Waikato) describes his 
farm's journey of protecting and improving indigenous biodiversity. 
 
Fencing and covenanting of native bush and wetlands commenced in 1972 and has 
continued sporadically but progressively to the present with now only two more sites to 
protect.  To date there are 14 SNAs on the farm with 5 of these being QEII covenants and 
3 being Land Management Agreements.  The biodiversity activities are sporadic because 
some years the budget has to be allocated to other environmental issues such as water 
quality management.  On average expenditure on biodiversity accounts for about one third 
of the total maintenance budget. 
 
An example of one line item is that fencing out the SNA will cost between $12,000 to $20,000 
in one year, but prior to that there will be weed control and following there will be ongoing 
maintenance costs which only increase as the extent and number of SNAs increase.  Mr 
Garland notes that all bar one of these SNAs were established without any financial 
assistance although two had retrospective assistance, therefore all the costs were funded 
from farm income.  He also notes that as you retire more and become more aware of what 
works and what doesn't the amount of area to be retired and the amount of restoration 
plantings increases, but this is tempered by his experience that in doing so this can elevate 
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the significance of the SNA from local to regional or national levels.  This could in turn under 
the proposed NPSIB create more stringent restrictions and requirements for the landowner 
who is in effect being penalised for "doing the right thing." 
 
While every farm will have different challenges and circumstances, Mr Garland also 
considers that establishing SNAs can provide commercial benefit such as improving the 
ability to move or muster stock (that aren't in the retired areas), although this has to be 
balanced by careful consideration of fence design as the retired areas still perform a role for 
providing shade/shelter for animal welfare), and market requirements. 
 
One final observation is that there is a lack of capability for assessing SNA consent 
conditions - which result in consent conditions or compliance monitoring that lack good 
judgement or awareness of achieving a good environmental/biodiversity outcome.  This 
weakness will undermine much of the goodwill and motivation for landowners to protect 
indigenous biodiversity. 
	

 

Loss of Land Value 

An example of the potential loss of land value was provided by a farmer who attended a 
B+LNZ NPSIB information session. This lays out a real-life example of the implications of 
locking up areas of indigenous biodiversity on the capital value of a farm. 

A past proposal for a potential SNA was put over the farmer’s land. This made it less 
attractive to other land use interests even though the farmer hadn’t planned to change land 
use. Rules associated with SNAs result in loss of versatility for the land and its use, and the 
loss in versatility devalued the land at $10,000 per hectare. If the SNA proposal had gone 
through, a likely result would have been that, as a result of that value loss, the interest rate 
of the farmer’s mortgage would have increased by 0.5% because of a debt to equity ratio, 
and put the farmer into a higher risk category.  The outcome of this would be that interest 
payments on the mortgage would have increased by $25,000 per year. At best, the farmer 
would be less resilient because there would be less equity to borrow against in the event of 
drought, flood, market disruptions, or other environmental migration costs. At worst, it could 
have compelled the bank that held the mortgage to demand a higher principal repayment. 
That would have pushed the farmer into potential liquidation even though the farmer had no 
intention to change land use or sell in the near future.   

 

40. Under this approach, in farming landscapes which have retained significant areas of 
indigenous biodiversity on farm, the presence of this biodiversity becomes essentially a 
risk to the ongoing viability of the farm and its resilience, and a risk or liability to their 
systems and their ability to provide for their social and economic needs. The effect of 
the proposed policy is to disempower farmers and disengage them from indigenous 
biodiversity, as we outlined in our submissions on the NZBS at paragraphs 28-39. This 
is ultimately a loss for indigenous biodiversity.  

41. B+LNZ and DINZ note that the draft policy mentions financial incentives for restoration, 
however the provision for these incentives are insufficient and there are no incentives 
provided for protection and ongoing management of existing biodiversity.  
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Declining land area in indigenous vegetation  
42. A core premise of the draft NPSIB is that indigenous biodiversity is in serious 

decline.  On that premise the criteria for “significance” are designed to focus on the 
common place, early seral, and even highly modified systems.  In effect, the argument 
has become, under these perspectives, all indigenous vegetation, and the habitats of 
indigenous fauna are declining, and must therefore be protected, and so must be found 
significant to ensure this protection through regulatory measures. 

43. Decline (in terms of spatial area of habitats), however, has slowed in the last three 
decades (DoC NZ Biodiversity strategy 2000-2020 (2019)).  In recent decades, the 
decline in our indigenous biodiversity, is more seriously due to predators and the lack of 
pest and weed control (DoC NZ Biodiversity strategy 2000-2020 (2019)).  This is a 
crucial factual point as it goes to the heart of the rationale of the NPSIB where continuing 
‘serious' decline creates an imperative for all effects to be avoided - but misses the real 
issue of pest and weed management deficiency as the cause for decline.   In this 
context, protection alone by a single level regulatory protection approach will not assist 
or facilitate landowners or community groups to carry out ongoing management, such 
as animal and weed pest control and recreation of linkages and ecological buffers. 

44. Ewers et al (2006) report that deforestation rates in New Zealand (of native forest) over 
the period of 1997-2002 were very low (0.01% p.a.), but variable about the country. 
Shrub change was also low at 0.14% p.a. The most current information on landcover 
trends is from Statistics NZ which looks at changes in land use and land cover between 
1996-2012, presents a national picture of change to vegetation / habitat, which is: 

• The largest decrease in area of land cover was in exotic grasslands, down 1.7 
percent; 

•  Other decreases in land cover were: 

o tussock grasslands (down 1.3 percent or 30,929 ha); 

o exotic scrub/shrubland (down 9.3 percent or 25, 978 ha); 

o indigenous scrub/shrubland (down 1.3 percent or 24,187 ha); and 

o indigenous forests (down 0.2 percent or 16,108 ha).  

45. Regions with the largest decreases in indigenous forest cover were the West Coast 
(down 0.4 percent), Taranaki (down 1.0 percent), and Marlborough (down 0.8 percent). 

46. While there has been a small decline of indigenous forests, that decline is less than one 
percentage and we suggest it is within the margin of error of the dataset overall . What 
is clear in most research is that the rate of indigenous forest / habitat decline has and is 
reducing. 

47. Belliss et al (2017) in showing WONI (Wetland of National interest) wetland loss between 
2001/2 and 2015/16 revealed that 76% of wetlands did not change (in area), 5% had 
partial loss and 1.5% (214 in number, 1,247ha) appeared to be completely lost. The rest 
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were not assessable. At a regional level, losses of wetland area were (averaged) around 
0.8%.  

48. Further, it is our observation that, in the seven years since the publication of Statistics 
NZ’s 2012 land use and land cover statistics, protection and rehabilitation of terrestrial 
biodiversity has continued in many areas, and that any losses in terms of physical loss 
of vegetation and habitat, continue to be small or negligible. 

49. For these reasons we suggest that the key premise upon which the NPSIB is based is 
overstated and fails to address the major drivers of indigenous biodiversity health and 
conservation.   

Significance alone unlikely to result in effective conservation  
50. Another premise of the draft NPSIB is that identifying indigenous vegetation and habitats 

of indigenous fauna and declaring it ‘significant’ will protect it.  We would argue that this 
is demonstrably not the case.  True protection of sites of ecological value requires 
investment and management. Often (currently) that investment and management is 
achieved on private land by allowing some effects such as through the continued 
allowance of strategic grazing – especially where those effects are to parts of attributes 
of the area that do not take away the site’s value, viability, significance. 

51. The NPSIB will have the greatest impact on private land, and so we consider that it 
should actively and strongly promote non-regulatory measures, including incentives, as 
much or more than regulatory measures.  As currently proposed the NPSIB is largely 
silent on alternatives to policies, rules and methods in plans, and appears to favour 
regulatory intervention over non regulatory methods.   While a NPS is reliant on directing 
Regional Councils to establish methods (regulatory and non regulatory) to achieve 
objectives, rather than considering government funding, we submit that at the very least 
the NPSIB should recognise the appropriate balance between regulatory and non 
regulatory methods, and in this context the limitations of regulation on private land for 
protecting indigenous biodiversity.  

52. We submit that the NPSIB should be amended to enable and incentivise non regulatory 
and catchment approaches to conservation over regulatory bottom lines. This should be 
supported by appropriate incentives including but not limited to financial instruments 
such as financial support for the sustainable management of existing indigenous 
biodiversity (not just in relation to restoration as provision 3.16 does). 

53. We consider non-regulatory methods that support landowners to build the knowledge 
connections between and encourage good behaviours to be essential elements of any 
future management that is able to reduce the impact on biodiversity from pests and 
weeds given that landowners will necessarily be the primary agents of this work or must 
be at least willing for it to occur (annexed as Appendix 2).   

54. Such incentives could include: 

• Rates relief for land protected for biodiversity values; 
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• Waiving consent and processing costs for activities with positive outcomes for 
biodiversity such as fencing; 

• Funding mechanisms to assist with management of biodiversity within SNAs and 
elsewhere; 

• Further financial, technical and in-kind support for community biodiversity 
initiatives – all ecological experts acknowledge the good work of the groups that 
are currently active; 

• Providing educational information on important species and ecosystems of the 
district; 

• Subsidised ecological assessments for landowners e.g.  High Value Area 
ecological surveys undertaken by Southland Regional Council; 

• Increased biodiversity expertise within Council staff in advisory and educational 
roles; 

• Regular engagement of those staff with landholders and the community; 

• Increasing funding and support for QEII and other partnership and covenanting 
opportunities; 

• Strengthening incentives for and rewarding current land uses that provide 
indigenous habitats in relation to GHG sequestration and climate change adaption.  

55. Indigenous biological diversity on private land needs appropriate and sustained 
management and investment. To achieve that on private land requires the willingness 
of the landowner, and financial capability. Importantly indigenous biodiversity should be 
valued by the landowner. An overly regulatory and prescriptive approach which seeks 
to effectively ‘lock up’ indigenous biodiversity acts to penalise those that have already 
done the most, rewards those where indigenous biodiversity has been lost, and as such 
essentially creates a policy environment where indigenous biodiversity is a liability to the 
landowner rather than a jewel.  

Summary of the main changes to the NPSIB proposed by B+LNZ and 
DINZ 
56. As such B+LNZ and DINZ are seeking the following main changes to the NPSIB: 

• Changes to the Criteria for determining Significant Natural Areas (SNAs) so that 
only habitats which are ‘threatened’, ‘at risk’, or ‘rare’ are identified, and which 
provide for management responses which can be tailored to the values of the 
habitat in ensuring their ongoing sustainable management; 

• Recognition for the work undertaken by landowners in protecting indigenous 
biodiversity within their farming businesses; 
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• Recognition that protection of indigenous habitats can occur hand in hand with 
pastoral based farming systems and that the most effective and efficient approach 
to ongoing successful conservation efforts is to enable the integration of 
biodiversity within these systems; 

• Specific recognition for existing farming activities and the protection of these land 
uses and activities for the future where they currently co-exist with indigenous 
biodiversity; 

• Recognition and empowerment of farm based and catchment based bespoke 
approaches to conservation eg through Farm Plans, and Catchment Community 
Initiatives; 

• Focus on non-regulatory methods which work hand in hand with landowner and 
communities rather than prescriptive rules and prohibitions, exclusion, and land 
use grandparenting;  

• Acknowledgement and support (provision of technical expert support, farm 
planning, and where appropriate fencing, and or planting), including financial 
support, for current conservation activities, and for the sustainable management 
of existing habitats and species, not just where restoration is to be prioritised.    

57. Farmers take an integrated and holistic view of the sustainable management of natural 
resources. They actively seek solutions that enable and empower multiple benefits 
across New Zealand's range of natural assets including biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem 
health, soils, climate, and healthy vibrant communities.  

58. We seek provisions that will deliver on New Zealand’s Indigenous Biodiversity 
imperatives and enable and empower New Zealand’s pastoral farmers to continue to 
build diverse, resilient, productive landscapes for the benefit of all New Zealanders and 
in maintaining vibrant thriving rural communities. 

SPECIFIC SUBMISSION 

59. The following sections detail B+LNZ and DINZ’s key issues and concerns with the 
proposals contained in the proposed National Policy Statement on Indigenous 
Biodiversity, and also highlights where we support the intent of proposals or the 
proposals themselves.  

Hutia Te Rito  
60. B+LNZ and DINZ support the intent of provision 3.2; the use of Hutia Te Rito as an 

overarching concept which local authorities are required to recognise and give effect to. 

61. We particularly support the requirement for local authorities to work to protect, maintain, 
and enhance indigenous biodiversity in a way that recognises that reciprocity is at the 
heart of the relationship between people and indigenous biodiversity (provision 1.7(1)).  
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62. This recognition is fundamental to rewarding and incentivising integrated landscapes in 
agriculture - biodiversity which includes ecosystem services within productive profitable 
pastoral based systems. An example of this integrated, reciprocal landscape is deer 
farming and tussock grasses (or rushes in places like the West Coast region). Tussock 
provides shelter for the deer at fawning, and sheep at lambing including shelter for new 
born and young animals. This is extremely important for regions where weather can be 
extreme such as Southland and Otago in Sept/Oct when a southerly front moves 
through. The tussock and fauna which live in and on it benefit from remaining as a 
productive part of the farmer’s system, and the farmer benefits from high survival rates 
in the fawns and lambs, which translates to higher production and income.   

63. As stated in our submissions on the NZBS, words are important. For this reason, we 
consider that the word ‘stewardship’ is inadequate to recognise our farmers’ relationship 
with the land, which includes a sense of responsibility and connectedness with the land, 
associated identity and place, and often and intergenerational culture. The word 
kaitiakitanga has been used with regards to tangata whenua in the NPSIB, and 
stewardship has been used for everybody else. We consider that kaitiakitanga is a more 
appropriate word to use to describe the relationship farmers have with the land and its 
indigenous biodiversity, for the same reasons we submitted against the use of the word 
‘stewardship’ in the NZBS, namely that the difference between kaitiakitanga and 
stewardship is arguably as great as the difference between governorship and tino 
rangatiratanga. Kaitiakitanga is a much richer word that denotes deeper responsibility 
and connection to the resources being managed than stewardship does. Using the two 
different words for different sectors of society raises several potential issues: 

a. It creates a greater obligation of care for one sector of society than for 
everybody else. The NPSIB essentially hopes to see a paradigm or culture shift 
in New Zealand where indigenous biodiversity is something that all New 
Zealanders value and secure for future generations by working together as 
communities. On the one hand, setting different standards of care across 
communities can work against this goal by creating different expectations of 
what that culture shift looks like and who is responsible for making it; 

b. On the other hand, equity is important to ensure that communities can work 
together to meet their responsibilities, where all the members of that community 
understand that they share the same obligation to contribute to indigenous 
biodiversity. This would strengthen communities and bring diverse aspects of 
those communities together, especially in rural and remote areas; 

c. Farmers work with their land every single day; their livelihoods depend on it. 
The land and the way they manage it often form part of their own culture, their 
identity, their place in their community, their family history and the legacy they 
see themselves leaving to their children. Most farmers would consider 
themselves kaitiaki of their land. Assigning a lesser label of ‘steward’ fails to 
recognise the deep connection that many farmers have to the resources they 
manage and the natural environment they live in, as well as the work they do 
to contribute to indigenous biodiversity which is not necessarily for commercial 
gain. Devaluing the relationship that farmers have with indigenous biodiversity 
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disincentivises developing that relationship and their contribution to improving 
intrinsically valuable elements within it. 

64. B+LNZ and DINZ seek that the term “stewardship” is deleted and replaced with the term 
‘kaitiakitanga’ to more accurately reflect the values farmers place on indigenous 
biodiversity on farm and as part of their families’ history and their future, and their 
relationship and ties to their land.  

65. We support provisions which recognise and empower ground up, landowner, and 
community led conservation actions, and which prioritise non regulatory over regulation 
management frameworks and seek that these provisions are retained where they have 
that effect. 

Integrated Approach  
66. B+LNZ and DINZ support provision 3.4 Integrated approach. 

67. Pastoral farmers take an integrated and holistic view of the sustainable management of 
natural resources. They actively seek solutions that enable and empower multiple 
benefits across New Zealand's range of natural assets including biodiversity, aquatic 
ecosystem health, soils and climate, contributing to the wellbeing of healthy vibrant 
communities. 

68. Policies need to be written to incorporate the goals and requirements of all relevant 
regulation, to ensure that there are no tensions between policies and to provide clear 
and consistent messaging. It is important that policies work together and do not 
compete. This will allow both rural and urban land users to understand what their 
priorities are.  

69. B+LNZ and DINZ however have concerns about Government policy and legislative 
proposals currently being deliberated on or out for public consultation that do not seem 
to have been developed in an integrated manner. This is particularly true regarding how 
proposed climate change legislation (the Emissions Trading Reform Bill currently before 
the Environment Select Committee) and policy proposals (the Emissions Trading 
Scheme (ETS) regulations for which consultation has recently closed) interact with the 
proposed NPSIB. 

70. The emissions trading proposals provide significant financial incentives for participants 
in the ETS to offset their emissions through the planting of large areas of exotic 
plantation forestry (mainly pinus radiata), and much fewer incentives to plant native 
species. Thinking about it from a biodiversity perspective, a landowner who is a 
participant in the ETS would essentially be asked to trade-off the biodiversity values and 
benefits from current or future land use for carbon sequestration, which also would 
provide him with an additional income stream. 

71. Using a practical example, a farmer who may have considered allowing a hillside to 
regenerate into native bush might be better off putting that hillside into pine plantation in 
order to offset carbon emissions because pine trees capture carbon more quickly than 
indigenous vegetation and as such are incentivised over indigenous habitats, through 
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tools such as Emission Trading Scheme and planting subsidies. As such indigenous 
biodiversity loses out because climate change policy and biodiversity policy have not 
been designed to work together.  

72. Similarly, a farmer who uses flood irrigation may need to consider more efficient irrigation 
systems, like pivots, to meet obligations under freshwater policy. Changing the system 
to allow for pivots, however, might necessitate the clearing of exotic shelterbelts. There 
is a risk that under, for example, proposed provision 3.15 of the NPSIB, a local authority 
may consider that mobile fauna might sometimes be present in the exotic shelterbelts. 
Policy should first and foremost avoid this kind of tension, and secondly provide 
guidance on how farmers should prioritise their obligations. 

73. B+LNZ and DINZ seek that provision 3.4 is retained as proposed. 

Resilience to Climate Change  
74. B+LNZ and DINZ support the general intent of provision 3.5, Resilience to climate 

change, and submits that amendments are required to other provisions in the NPSIB to 
give effect to this provision. B+LNZ and DINZ also requests officials to consider how 
climate change policy and legislative proposals currently being considered by the 
Government are consistent with provision 3.5. In B+LNZ and DINZ views there are some 
significant inconsistencies and tensions between current climate change policy 
proposals and biodiversity proposals. 

75. B+LNZ and DINZ for example note that the proposals to reform the Emissions Trading 
Scheme provide some significant incentives for large-scale afforestation of exotic 
forestry for the purposes of carbon farming.  Converting land, in particular good pastoral 
land, to exotic forestry to offset carbon emissions is not only a short-term solution that is 
unlikely to meet New Zealand’s long-term climate change objectives, it will likely also 
threaten the ability of New Zealand’s landscapes and biodiversity to be resilient to the 
impacts and damage climate change is expected to inflict. NIWA is for example 
forecasting a 400-fold increase for fire risk with large-scale afforestation of exotic 
species. 

76. B+LNZ and DINZ advocate for policy to be designed in a way that empowers farmers 
to: 

• deliver positive outcomes across multiple benefits across environmental 
domains including freshwater outcomes (reducing erosion and managing overland 
flow pathways of contaminants), enhancing indigenous biodiversity, sequestering 
of GHG emissions, and adapting to climate change and; 

• contribute to multiple wellbeings, including economic, cultural, social and 
environmental 

77. We do not believe that the Government’s recent proposals on climate change, 
freshwater, biodiversity and soils policy have been developed in an integrated manner. 
This in our view is leading at best to inconsistencies between proposals, and at worse 
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to perverse outcomes and unintended consequences achieved through trade-offs 
created by these inconsistencies. 

78. We consider that the NPSIB, generally, fails to give effect to provision 3.5. A changing 
environment is likely to see distribution of species change and move, and having the 
space and resources to do so will be critical to the survival of many indigenous species. 
Pastoral farming land use is one of the only anthropocentric land uses mentioned in the 
NPSIB which still provides a space for indigenous life. This space, or habitat, is not 
typically provided by mining, infrastructure, residential development, or plantation 
forestry which will inevitably be cleared to bare earth. 

79. The habitat comprises pasture, exotic vegetation, mixed scrub and pasture, as well as 
areas of mainly indigenous vegetation. It offers food, water, breeding opportunities, and 
reduced predation through the inherent characteristics of pastoral systems and farmers’ 
own pest control measures.  

80. Farmers will continue to provide this space through their systems where they feel safe 
to do so. The general bias of the NPSIB is towards exclusion of humans and livestock 
from indigenous biodiversity, which has the effect of disincentivising the provision of that 
space, particularly disincentivising mixed or wholly indigenous vegetation as part of a 
farm system. That puts farmers in a difficult position – while they value the species they 
see and often nurture on their property, perceived appropriation of private land for public 
good can devalue indigenous biodiversity by making it the object of perceived and actual 
unfairness and inequity in relation to productive opportunity. This approach discourages 
other landowners who might have considered encouraging indigenous biodiversity on 
their property, due to a loss of property rights and increase regulatory burden.  

81. Failure to recognise this through the rest of the NPSIB results in the failure of provision 
3.5 to have meaningful effect. Establishing significant natural areas is not enough to 
provide for climate resilience in indigenous biodiversity. Pastoral farms provide habitat, 
food, a degree of safety, and a genetic bank outside of dedicated indigenous 
environments, like SNAs, which would serve to buffer indigenous fauna and flora in the 
face of climate change effects on New Zealand. Disincentivising indigenous biodiversity 
on farm undermines that buffer and movement corridor, and therefore undermines 
climate resilience for indigenous species.  

82. B+LNZ and DINZ seek that provision 3.5 is retained as proposed, but that it is given 
substantive effect to throughout the rest of the provision in the NPSIB.  

Precautionary Principle  
83. B+LNZ and DINZ support the precautionary principle provision 3.6, but seek in relation 

to relief sought that the NPSIB is amended to provide greater clarity to regional councils 
and communities around the relationship between an activity and what is considered to 
be an effect, including determining the magnitude of a potential effect, and options to 
avoid, remedy, or mitigate the effect based on land uses or activities.  

84. Provision 3.6 which requires local authorities to adopt a precautionary approach in 
respect of uncertainty about effects on indigenous biodiversity, acts to put the onus on 
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the landowner or consent applicant to prove what effects might be expected and how 
minor or significant they might be in relation to their impact on Natural Resources.  

85. As currently proposed the provisions of the NPSIB are drafted in such a way that even 
expert ecologists are unlikely to provide consistent advice on how the NPSIB should be 
implemented by councils or/and how individuals and organisations should determine if 
an activity has an effect or how to manage potential effects in a consistent way. The 
outcome ultimately will be inconsistent implementation of the NPSIB, continuing legal 
challenges in relation to Regional Plans and implementation, and uncertainty for 
landowners and communities.  

86. While it can be difficult to predict with absolute certainty an indirect effect, ecologists 
generally have robust guidance to support their assessments and mitigation design in 
relation to most natural resources and human mediated activities. National Policy 
Statements such as the NPSFW and Regional Plan provisions, also generally provide 
clear direction in relation to what is required to sustainably manage natural resources. 
This then guides individuals and organisations when they are considering what is an 
effect, the magnitude or scale of the effect, and the tools available to them to avoid, 
remedy, or mitigate the effect. For example the NPSFWM sets out a range of values for 
freshwater, and numerical attribute states which councils must apply through regional 
plans.  

87. The NPSIB however, establishes a management framework and ecological 
requirements which are highly subjective, based to a large extent on technical jargon, 
and as such are not easily discernible to an informed audience, let alone the public. 
Additionally, a great deal of New Zealand’s indigenous biodiversity has not yet been 
described, is poorly or inadequately described, and is little known and understood. 
Therefore, the effects of activities would tend towards being uncertain, unknown, and 
little understood. The precautionary principle therefore sets an automatic bias, 
particularly in light of the general bias through most of the NPSIB towards avoidance in 
relation to activities within or adjacent to SNA’s or areas used by highly mobile species.  

88. Provision 3.6 as implemented through regional plans is likely to put the onus on the 
landowner to prove what effects might be expected and how minor or significant they 
might be from an activity including an existing activity. The vast majority of pastoral 
farmers are not qualified as ecologists or environmental scientists. Even where they 
might engage, at often significant cost, ecologists and environmental scientists; effects 
on our indigenous biodiversity are often unknown and little understood even by technical 
experts. This is an unenviable task, where the stakes are high for the farmer and the 
farmer’s ability to meet the requirements are prejudiced from the outset. 

89. It is also foreseeable that there will be a high degree of subjectivity in relation to how 
provisions are written at a district and regional level.  

90. We seek greater clarity in the way provisions are written so that it enables individuals to 
understand what is to be required, consistent interpretation and implementation by 
councils, and enables management responses to be targeted at the values of the habitat 
cognisant of its threat status.  
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91. B+LNZ and DINZ also seek that the precautionary principle is not to be used, as the 
NPSIB currently requires, as a default position when assessing pastoral farmers ability 
to undertake new or existing activities as part of their farm system.  

Social, economic and cultural wellbeing  
92. We support with amendments provision 3.7, which aims to provide for social, economic, 

and cultural wellbeing in the efforts to maintain and enhance indigenous biodiversity. 
We submit that the NPSIB requires amendments, however, to give effect to the 
provision.  

93. We support provision 3.7(b), which requires local authorities to recognise that the 
maintenance of indigenous biodiversity does not preclude the use and development of 
land within Significant Natural Areas. This needs to be given effect to throughout the 
rest of the policies. The NPSIB currently does not do so. 

94. B+LNZ and DINZ support the recognition that people and communities are critical to 
conservation actions and the protection and enhancement of indigenous biodiversity, 
and we strongly support those provisions in 3.7 which empower and support landowner 
and community conservation activities and local approaches. 

95. We seek that 3.7 is amended to recognise the importance of providing for farming land 
uses and business resilience, in supporting indigenous biodiversity protection. 

96. B+LNZ and DINZ seek that the NPSIB be amended so that policies and rules reflect 
Objective 3.7 including prioritising non regulatory approaches  and partnerships over 
regulatory frameworks, and the establishment of conservation frameworks which 
recognise that the protection and where required enhancement of indigenous 
biodiversity can be provided within pastoral based farming land uses and alongside 
pastoral based activities, and that these are not mutually exclusive. 

97. We also seek that provision 3.7, particularly 3.7(b) and (e), is given substantive effect to 
throughout the NPSIB. At present, provisions 3.9, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.15 fail to give even 
nominal effect to provision 3.7. 

Identifying significant natural areas   
98. B+LNZ and DINZ oppose provision 3.8 Identifying Significant Natural Areas.  

99. While we support the identification and sustainable management of indigenous 
biodiversity, we do not support the grandparenting of land use. This provision, when 
applied in conjunction with other provisions in this proposed NPSIB (for example 
provisions 3.9, 3.12, 3.13, 3.15) have the effect of grandparenting land use because it 
locks down land that has indigenous vegetation cover. This affects farmers ability to use 
their land and can create restrictive management rules that exclude livestock, with 
corresponding losses in productivity, income, land value, and farmer engagement. The 
farmers who have contributed the most to providing a space for indigenous life are the 
farmers who will be hardest hit by the losses and by costs associated with SNAs. We 
consider that this provision requires amendments.   
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100. We support the intent of provision 3.8 in identifying indigenous biodiversity which is 
significant, by experts working with communities and in partnerships with 
landowners.  This assessment should be undertaken in a consistent manner, with the 
significance of habitats verified or refined through an on the ground assessment, rather 
than just through reliance on spatial maps. 

101. We also support the establishment of a consistent approach to determining whether or 
not a habitat is significant, and what its values are, which should guide management 
responses.  

102. B+LNZ and DINZ however, oppose the broad reach of the currently proposed criteria as 
it is likely to capture all remaining indigenous habitats irrespective of whether they are 
significant and vulnerable. The criteria that provision 3.8 and associated Appendices 1 
and 2 propose capture any indigenous biodiversity irrespective of how common it is, or 
its threat status. It could capture entire catchments as significant. As such it does nothing 
to direct the application of limited resources to those habitats which are most at risk of 
loss and vulnerable to human mediated activities. 

103. We seek that provision 3.8 is amended to the effect that the significance criteria are 
narrowed so that only habitats or species which are endangered, or threatened, are 
identified. Management frameworks can then be tailored to the level of risk that the 
habitat faces and the values that underpin the habitats significance. 

104. We also seek that the provision is amended so that numerical thresholds are included 
for example an area minimum threshold, that direct when a habitat that meets other 
criteria is to be considered significant. The criteria applied through the Manawatu 
Whanganui Regional Plan (One Plan) provides a robust framework which B+LNZ and 
DINZ support, and ask to be adopted through the NPSIB3.  

105. We seek consequential amendments to ensure provisions are aligned in identifying and 
then establishing management frameworks specific to the risk status of the habitat e.g. 
“endangered”, or “threatened”, and which support clear numerical thresholds in relation 
to when a habitat should be considered significant. 

106. B+LNZ and DINZ oppose the requirements on local authorities that the assessments 
have to be completed within 5 years. This is because it is unlikely that the technical 
expertise is available within New Zealand to be able to undertake the assessments 
appropriately including through on the ground verification of the significance of habitats, 
in partnership with landowners. Timeframes should be established through Regional and 
District plans as appropriate, which support a partnership approach with landowners and 
communities to identifying significant indigenous biodiversity, understanding their 
values, and informing how these habitats and species can be sustainably managed. 

107. For this reason, we seek that provision 3.8 is amended to enable local authorities the 
time to undertake this work in a robust manner. The ability for experts to work with 
landowners in identifying these habitats and in informing the ongoing management of 
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these habitats within pastoral based land uses and activities, is an essential element to 
providing successful and enduring conservation outcomes. 

A critique of the significance criteria 

108. A set of criteria were developed for the Collaborative Group, by a respected ecologist 
(Mike Harding) with some additional ecological input.  Those criteria (which we generally 
support) were ecologically based, provided attributes with useful qualifiers to avoid 
ambiguity, and did not result in the capture of vegetation and habitats that had low 
ecological value.  The original criteria have been reworded several times through 
development of the NPSIB to the point that the proposed SNA criteria bear little 
resemblance to the original, and remove important ecological context, thresholds, and 
qualifiers. 

109. Instead, the core premise of the Collaborative Group’s thinking on this matter appears 
to have driven the rewrite of the significance criteria, such that the proposed significance 
criteria and attributes in the NPSIB are now focused on: 

• Elevating the rarity of indigenous biodiversity, with rarity containing 12 individual 
attributes, any one of which will trigger significance, and those attributes being 
defined in such a way that little vegetation or habitat will not trigger at least one of 
them; 

• Diminishing the importance of representativeness, which is traditionally 
considered by ecologists to be the key criteria for determining significance, and 
replacing important and measurable qualities with ambiguous and ill-defined 
phrases; 

• Capturing within the criteria common species and modified systems, which are 
largely on private land and typically consist of native species which are either 
invasive of pastoral landscapes (bracken, ring fern, tauhinu, mingimingi, manuka, 
kanuka) or are part of the farming ‘infrastructure’ (such as shelter belts). 

• Specifying criteria in such a way that no indigenous vegetation or habitat is likely 
to be found to have less than moderate value (low value has been removed). 

110. One of the principal issues with the NPSIB is the ‘ease’ with which the criteria allow an 
area to be identified as SNA. A feature qualifies as an SNA if it meets any one of 29 
attributes within the 4 criteria. This is then followed by a range of provisions in the NPSIB 
which act to regulate for use, and development, including existing use where the activity 
may impact on the ‘Ecological Integrity’ of a habitat or other broad ecologically based 
measures of overall health. The combined effect of the broad reach of the significance 
criteria, matched with the requirement to essentially avoid a wide range of effects 
(including extent and change in shape and any impact on ecological integrity) is to 
establish a framework largely based around the avoidance of activities and landuses 
including existing from SNA’s and potentially areas around SNA’s.  

111. In determining the rating of the SNA (High or Moderate / Medium) if a single attribute 
from within the full list of attributes has a “high” rating, then the feature entire must be 
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considered a High SNA and regardless of the applicant adverse effects must be avoided 
for the entire SNA and without consideration of the mitigation hierarchy or offset 

112. Because not all attributes refer directly to being indigenous, the attributes as drafted 
could technically encompass any exotic vegetation that provides habitat for an At-Risk 
species (e.g.  D3 c) – f)).   

113. As an example, if exotic forest/scrub provides a link for long tailed bats foraging between 
two areas of indigenous forest, the exotic vegetation technically meets Ecological 
Context attributes for providing a link between important habitats and for providing 
critical habitat (feeding) for indigenous fauna.  While an ecologist might question the 
validity (and value) of such an assessment, technically this assessment is completely 
correct based on the draft NPSIB as currently drafted.   

114. The Government’s “Protecting our Places” (Ministry for the Environment (MFE) and 
Department of Conservation (DOC), 2007a; MFE and DOC, 2007b) identified four 
national priorities for biodiversity protection as follows: 

• To protect indigenous vegetation associated with land environments (defined by 
Land Environments of New Zealand at Level IV) that have 20% or less remaining 
in indigenous cover; 

• To protect indigenous vegetation associated with sand dunes and wetlands; 
ecosystem types that have become uncommon due to human activity;  

• To protect indigenous vegetation associated with “originally rare” terrestrial 
ecosystem types not already covered by priorities 1 and 2; and  

• To protect habitats of acutely and chronically threatened indigenous species. 

115. These criteria have been extrapolated upon in the NPSIB to the point where the original 
intention of the Governments “Protecting our Places” national priorities, and the criteria 
as developed by Mike Harding (with other expert ecological input) for the Collaborative 
Group, have been lost. There appear to be little of these criteria remaining in the NPSIB, 
or where it remains changes have been made to the text that makes the wording less 
precise, and more open to interpretation. As such we propose that the original wording 
as proposed by Harding et al, with inclusion of thresholds as operative within the 
Horizons One Plan, be applied in determining whether or not a habitat is significant.  

116. In the following, we critique the proposed SNA criteria in the NPSIB. We note that the 
original set presented to the Collaborative (although still encompassing of most 
indigenous features) was a better set than the proposed NPSIB criteria, with the original 
criteria each having a definition, explanation and then guidance of use, allowing 
appropriate flexibility to ecologists describing and assessing each site on its individual 
merits. 

Representativeness 
117. The current draft NPSIB directs the assessor to consider commonplace indigenous 

vegetation and habitat, and includes degraded systems and areas / features that are 
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typical of what remains, not of a pre-1840 (pre-European) state, or a reference state 
(i.e., the best of what remains).This leads the assessment to find features typical of the 
new (today’s) condition, which is a reflection of the levels of modification and young 
nature of many systems, as representative.  That is, they are typical of themselves, they 
are their own reference.  This is a considerable lowering of the bar and it becomes 
common (or easy) to consider modified assemblages as being representative of the 
typical modified state – i.e.  the criteria will be met most of the time. 

118. An assessment criterion for representative should not pick up all indigenous features 
because of a perspective that modification and absence of unmodified systems means 
the bar can be substantively lowered (be it integrity or composition).  We consider the 
representative criteria should continue to follow the EIANZ 2018 Guidance and the 
Canterbury (2013) RPS criteria, or the assessment criteria developed by Harding for the 
Collaborative Group which require consideration of: expected species, structural 
composition, ecological functioning, the dominance of indigenous species, and the 
presence of most guilds  expected in that habitat type.  The EIANZ guidance still takes 
account of modified sites but by adjusting thresholds adjusted where all examples of a 
type are strongly modified – i.e.  the reference is the best of the remaining rather than 
pristine.  

Diversity and Pattern 
119. We submit that species diversity is a redundant attribute, as it is fully addressed by the 

representativeness criteria, as representative vegetation or habitats will have the 
appropriate species or community diversity. 

120. An important departure from Harding that the NPSIB has taken is the inclusion in the 
Appendix 1 criterion for Diversity and Pattern, of the “presence” of an ecotone, and/or of 
a complete or partial gradient, and/or of a sequence.  The presence of any of these is 
sufficient to make a feature significant. 

121. An Ecotone (which the NPSIB does not define) is the boundary or transitional zone 
between adjacent communities or biomes  – the space where habitats / communities / 
ecosystems blend as they change.  Such zones are technically present in every feature 
and between every different habitat – forest to shrub, shrub to grassland, herbfield to 
sedgeland, water to reedland etc.  As it stands, therefore, the criterion in the draft NPSIB 
could, technically, see this attribute associated in most, if not all, cases. 

122. ‘Complete’ or ‘Partial’ gradients (neither of which are defined in the NPSIB) means an 
increase or decrease in the magnitude of a property.  An ecological gradient typically 
means transition in abundance or condition of an abiotic factor such as: pH, nutrient, 
conductivity (saltiness), air pressure, temperature, humidity, concentration of a soil 
mineral etc which results in a changing plant and animal assemblage to a recognisable 
new community.  We have no idea what a “partial” gradient refers to. 

123. Gradients lead to the development of sequences (which are defined in the NPSIB as “a 
series of ecosystems or communities, often physically connected, that replace one 
another through space”) and ecotones lie between each community in a 
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sequence.  Commonly referenced sequences are altitudinal (along a gradient of 
temperature) and hydrological sequences (along a gradient of moisture).  

124. All indigenous communities will contain gradients, sequences and ecotones.  The simple 
presence of these should not, in and of themselves, be sufficient to trigger significance 
– but currently under the draft NPS it does.   

Rarity and Distinctiveness 
125. The draft NPSIB states that this criterion covers “the presence of rare or distinctive 

indigenous taxa, habitats of indigenous fauna, indigenous vegetation or ecosystems.” 

126. On this aspect, Harding et al in advice to the Collaborative Group stated the rarity and 
distinctiveness should have: 

• The presence of: populations of ‘threatened’, ‘at risk’ or ‘data deficient’ species; 
vegetation depleted to less than 20% in the ecological district (ED); indigenous 
vegetation/habitat of sand dunes, wetlands, water bodies, and ‘naturally 
uncommon’ ecosystems; species at distribution limits; or intact ecological 
sequences and gradients. 

127. In its development, the draft NPSIB has seen a number of rewrites of this criterion that 
are not in keeping with ecological practice. 

128. The draft NPSIB lists 4 key principles, but C4, the depletion of indigenous systems, is 
not necessarily a rarity aspect – the result of depletion may be rarefication but that is 
covered by C1 rarity. 

129. In terms of the attributes, we note that item (d) has shifted the level of rarity, quoting a 
30% level of indigenous vegetation type remaining in its ED, whereas most published 
and ecological information (e.g.  the Harding advice to the Collaborative Group) 
recommends a 20% threshold – indeed, the draft NPSIB in Appendix 2 under rarity 
reflects a 20% threshold as the qualifier to be “high”. 

130. Items (g) and (i) have no foundation as significance criteria – “the presence of ‘special 
ecological or scientific feature’ or as a type location does not make the feature 
ecologically significant.  

131. Also, it is highly debatable that the type locality (item f) has any ecological relevance, it 
is simply the place where the species was first encountered by a scientist and collected 
as the reference specimen so has cultural/scientific value only.  This attribute might be 
included as one aspect of a “special scientific feature” but has no basis for ecological 
significance in itself and does not contribute to achieving any of the NPSIB objectives. 

Ecological Context 
132. Ecological context, as historically taught, had the meaning of ‘the situation within which 

something exists, and that can help explain its presence and form’.  During the 
development of criteria for significance for the NPSIB, this criterion has been reduced to 
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the consideration of buffering, connectivity, provision of critical habitat, and provision of 
natural functions. It needs to revert to the ecological meaning. 

133. Being a buffer, if this is the only attribute that is scored, is not sufficient in and of itself to 
determine that a habitat is significant. It is unclear if this is relative to the significance of 
the ecosystem being buffered or an absolute/standalone value. If buffering is a 
standalone value, then exotic vegetation that provides buffering to an indigenous feature 
could meet this criterion and therefore be considered an SNA. 

134. We submit that item (f) is superfluous.  The habitat types listed as being “critical” simply 
refer, in effect, to habitat of an indigenous species which is provided for in both A4 b) 
and B5 a) and C6 a).  The only other relevant aspect of habitat for fauna besides feeding, 
breeding, refuge and rest is migration or transit which will principally be via waterways 
or air, neither of which are covered by the NPSIB (except in consideration of climate 
change).  

Managing adverse effects on SNAs  
135. B+LNZ and DINZ oppose provision 3.9, Managing adverse effects on SNAs, and seeks 

amendments. 

136. While we appreciate the need for managing adverse effects on SNAs, this provision as 
currently drafted contributes significantly towards a bias in favour of exclusion of human 
and livestock in SNAs.  

137. The King Salmon case has established that the word ‘avoid’ means ‘not allowed’. It 
introduces an inappropriately stringent – even impossible - threshold for land users to 
meet. New activities will include old activities which now or in the future need a resource 
consent, especially under impending regional and national freshwater regulation. The 
impossible thresholds will likely see very few resource consents being granted, 
especially when assessed in conjunction with the precautionary principle in provision 
3.6.  

138. This, in turn, fails to recognise and reward work done by pastoral farmers in integrating 
indigenous biodiversity into their systems, penalises farmers who have contributed to 
the maintenance or enhancement of indigenous biodiversity on their property, rewards 
land users who have not provided a space for indigenous life on their property, and 
encourages perverse outcomes by creating a risk in allowing indigenous biodiversity to 
persist on farm.  

139. Provision 3.9 as it is currently drafted will have the effect of precluding almost any activity 
that physically interacts with a SNA, for example grazing, despite many activities having 
only an indirect impact on ecological function. Coupled with the broad SNA classification 
criteria that will effectively capture all areas under indigenous cover, this provision can 
serve to exclude landowners from even the most extensive use of their land. 

140. Provision 3.9 thereby fails to provide for provision 3.5, Resilience to climate change. The 
bias towards exclusion, rather than management, in SNAs renders provision 3.7 Social, 
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economic, and cultural wellbeing, impotent – particularly provision 3.7(b), which requires 
councils to recognise that the maintenance of biodiversity does not preclude use.  

141. We seek that the word ‘avoided’ is deleted; and replaced with the word ‘mitigated’ or 
‘managed’, which would give effect to the provisions mentioned above. 

142. B+LNZ and DINZ further seek that provision 3.9 is amended so that the effects 
management hierarchy is based on the level of the habitat’s significance e.g. 
“endangered” or “threatened”; and is tailored to the values which underpin the habitats 
significance. 

143. We seek that provision 3.9 is amended so that the requirements relate to consent 
applications and the assessment of effects only, with requirements to avoid, remedy, or 
mitigate the effects as are practicable. New activities should be provided for where the 
effects of the activity on the values that underpin the habitats significance (such as 
representativeness, rarity, and distinctiveness) can be avoided, or remedied, or 
mitigated. 

144. We further seek that the provision is amended so that the ability to offset effects should 
only be provided for where the offset can occur in the same ecological area. The ability 
to offset an activity in the urban environment, onto the rural environment should not be 
allowed. 

Existing activities in SNAs 
145. B+LNZ and DINZ oppose provision 3.12, Existing activities in SNAs as currently drafted, 

and seeks amendments  

146. B+LNZ and DINZ support the intention of 3.12, which is to allow existing activities within 
SNAs to continue. The fact that an area within a pastoral system demonstrates 
biodiversity values worth qualifying as a SNA is often due to the way that the area has 
been managed and integrated into that pastoral system. Farmers manage pests, weeds 
and competition from exotic species through their land use practices, and this allows 
indigenous biodiversity to flourish. Indigenous reptiles, for example, have been found to 
thrive in pastoral systems due to reduced predation. Existing activities should therefore 
be allowed to continue.  

147. The provision as it is currently drafted, however, reinforces a document-wide bias 
towards exclusion rather than providing for existing activities. In this regard it does not 
give effect to proposed provision 3.2 and the reciprocal relationship between humans 
and indigenous biodiversity, provision 3.7 and its recognition of the importance of people 
and partnership in maintaining indigenous biodiversity, or the requirement on local 
authorities to recognise that maintenance does not preclude use and development of 
land in a SNA. Importantly, 3.12 undermines provision 3.5 Resilience to Climate Change 
by disincentivising indigenous biodiversity on farm due to the risk that existing activities 
will, in fact, not be allowed or will be significantly restricted.  

148. The effect of this provision is to place significant restrictions around existing pastoral 
farming activities and land uses, for example the grazing of livestock within or around a 
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SNA. It creates a liability because the land owner risks a loss in the ability to use that 
land, therefore a reduction in productive land, and a reduction in corresponding 
productivity, system resilience, and income and loss of opportunity, as well as a 
reduction in land value and saleability as a result of those factors.  

149. This section of the draft NPSIB is of particular note/concern to a wide range of farming 
land users. The suite of clauses here is complex and full of uncertainties – it appears, 
for example, that if the seral regenerated vegetation can qualify as SNA (which many 
would under the criteria), then the clearance cannot progress as it once did –irrespective 
of past activity and proof of that activity  i.e. one must ‘avoid reduction in extent etc’ 
(section 3.9). We do not think that this is a theoretical issue but a real one related to 
extensive areas of hill country shrub reversion (there are 49,266ha of such vegetation 
recognised in NZ (NZ environmental reporting series)). 

150. Even if an indigenous feature (such as shrub reversion) is not an SNA, it still appears 
that clearance could require a consent as 3.13.(4)(b) goes on to say that while the 
clearance may be part of a regular cyclic activity, and probably will not have an effect on 
indigenous biodiversity, section (c) (which follows an “and” after (b)), says consideration 
of effects is required - that is, some form of consent with an assessment will be required 
to consider those effects (of pasture shrub reversion clearance for example). 

151. To then obtain that consent (other than time and money), an applicant will need to prove 
the regular (historic) cyclic nature of clearance, that the clearance will be of no greater 
scale etc than previously, and it will not involve threatened or at-risk species, which for 
example could be manuka and kanuka. In this circumstance (clearance) we do not see 
the exemption (3.9, 4, b) whereby if manuka and kanuka presence are the only “value” 
causing a feature to be significant then to not “count” the manuka or kanuka, is true of 
section 3.123(4),c. We suggest that clearance of either manuka or kanuka is strongly 
resisted in this implementation section. 

152. If, through an assessment, the vegetation is found to be significant, or if At Risk species 
are identified within the site (manuka or kanuka) to be cleared, then no consent would 
be granted as one must avoid a reduction in extent etc (Note:  mobile fauna (section 
3.15) and habitat may also feature in this component). 

153. B+LNZ and DINZ seek that 3.12 be amended to specifically provide for the following 
activities within and adjacent to an SNA and areas identified as important for mobile 
species, where this is an existing activity:  

• Grazing of productive animals;   

• Pasture renewal;   

• Cultivation;  

• Vegetation clearance.   

154. B+LNZ and DINZ seek that 3.12 be amended so that the temporal and spatial nature of 
existing activities as part of pastoral based farming are recognised. Specifically, 
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vegetation clearance, cultivation, or pastoral renewal, that may occur within a 10-year 
rotational basis, along with the pastoral grazing of livestock that also may be temporal 
in nature for example during drought periods.  

155. We seek that 3.12 be amended so that existing activities are provided for as a permitted 
activity. Where consents are required, then the effects of an activity should be assessed 
in relation to the attributes which underpin the significance of the habitat such as 
representativeness, rarity, and distinctiveness.  

156. We seek that 3.12 be amended to delete requirements to maintain or protect the 
‘ecological integrity’ of a habitat, where the ‘ecological integrity’ of the habitat may have 
been impacted prior to notification of the NPSIB e.g. through existing impacts on the 
habitats ability to regenerate.  

157. B+LNZ and DINZ seek that 3.12 be amended to delete restrictions on the ability to 
undertake an existing activity in areas which have become SNA’s. 

General rules applying outside of SNAs 
158. B+LNZ and DINZ understand and support the intent of provision 3.13, General rules 

applying outside of SNAs, but opposes the provision as it is currently drafted. 

159. Farmers are holistic, big picture thinkers. It was clear to the farmers who gave feedback 
through B+LNZ’s NPSIB information roadshow that activities around SNAs can affect 
SNAs. The consistent feedback we received was that that they could appreciate the 
thinking behind the creation of this provision. The provision as it is drafted, particularly 
when assessed in conjunction with the suite of other provisions in the NPSIB, for 
example provisions 3.6, 3.8 and 3.9, compounds and increases risk for pastoral farmers 
in making a space for indigenous life as part of their farm systems. 

160. The broad drafting of the provision means that there is no limit on the extent of the area 
which might be required to be managed. A local authority might, under this provision, be 
able to deem an entire catchment as the area around a wetland SNA that needs to be 
managed. 

161. While it makes sense to take into account how activities around SNAs might affect SNAs, 
and to manage one’s effects in that regard, the bias towards exclusion, implied land use 
restrictions, grandparenting effects, failure to provide for existing uses, and the 
inappropriately broad SNA identification criteria have the potential for perverse 
environmental and economic consequences. Provision 3.13, read in conjunction with 
related provisions, creates a second-class SNA.  

162. Provision 3.13, which implies the power to declare a catchment wide or 10m exclusion 
buffer second class SNA, comes with all of the risks that a regular SNA does: livestock 
exclusion and reduced ability to use the land, corresponding reduced productivity, 
reduced income, reduced saleability and loss of land value. 

163. B+LNZ and DINZ, first and foremost for this provision, seek that that subclause (2) is 
deleted, and that provision 3.13 is amended to prioritise non regulatory, partnership, and 
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landowner led approaches to managing areas around SNAs in order to protect the 
attributes that make a SNA significant. 

164. We seek amendments to 3.13 to ensure that existing activities are provided for. We are 
concerned that provision 3.13 as proposed may result in areas around SNAs being 
‘locked up’ from pastoral based farming activities, and farmers essentially being 
excluded from using their land under this second class SNA.  

165. We further seek that 3.13 is amended to prioritise engagement with the technical expert 
and landowner to co-design management frameworks for the farm which ensures that 
indigenous biodiversity is provided for as an intrinsic and integral part of the farming 
business. These plans can be provided for through tailored Farm Plans, bespoke to the 
individual biodiversity values and the farming business. 

Highly mobile fauna 
166. B+LNZ and DINZ understand and support the intent of provision 3.15, Highly mobile 

fauna; but opposes the provision as it is currently drafted.  

167. As with provision 3.13, farmers who gave feedback through B+LNZ’s NPSIB information 
roadshow indicated that they could appreciate the intent behind this provision. However, 
we oppose the provision as it is currently drafted for the following reasons: 

• The criteria for what is essentially a third class SNA – that highly mobile fauna 
might sometimes be present – is inappropriately broad. This is especially true 
considering that, as with provision 3.13, the area that might be captured for 
management under this provision is unlimited. Additionally, no guidance is given 
on what constitutes highly mobile fauna. 

• As discussed above, although it seems logical to take into account the need for 
highly mobile fauna to be able to move around freely within a reasonably wide 
area in order to survive and thrive, other provisions in the NPSIB creates a 
significant risk for pastoral farmers if they are required to manage effects for fauna 
that might, sometimes, be there. The NPSIB’s bias towards exclusion, implied land 
use restrictions, grandparenting effects, failure to provide for existing uses, and 
the inappropriately broad SNA identification criteria have the potential for perverse 
environmental and economic consequences, as they do for provision 3.13.  

• The risks that this provision poses to pastoral systems does not instil a sense of 
pride of care in having highly mobile fauna possibly, sometimes, present on the 
property, but instead can serve to exacerbate issues around potential livestock 
exclusion and reduced ability to use the land, corresponding reduced productivity, 
reduced income, reduced saleability and loss of land value.  

• We submit that this provision is poorly drafted and has not taken into account the 
practical workability or fairness of the provision’s wording. The provision has the 
potential to affect pastoral farmers’ ability to generate a living and their social, 
economic, and cultural wellbeing. Where regulation proposes to have such major 
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effects on people’s ability to support themselves, it should require far better 
certainty than that a species might, and sometimes, be present on a property. 

168. Further, under the NPSIB, Councils will need to identify where highly mobile threatened 
and at-risk fauna have been and are likely to be: this will require a large element of 
guessing.  There is no guidance as to what constitutes a “highly mobile” species but it 
will likely be threatened species that are very common such as: Long fin eel, NZ pipit, 
long tailed cuckoo, Ngahere gecko, and many invertebrates.  We seek clarification on 
whether high mobility refers to the distance over which that species travels, their speed 
of travel, their frequency of travel or something else? Most farms will have such features 
which were or could be, sometimes, “habitat”. 

169. One can raise several examples where threatened at risk mobile taxa occupy a wide 
range of “habitat” varying year to year that include areas such as quarry tailing sites, 
rubbish dumps, amenity ponds, farm dams, river edges,  gully remnant bush and shrub, 
and parks (e.g. a black billed gull colony in Napier this year (2019/2020), derelict 
properties (a Christchurch demolition site). These areas will qualify as mobile threatened 
species habitat, and so must activity cease on these?  

170. The Council must put in place “best practice techniques” for managing adverse effects 
to those fauna and their habitats.  Does this mean the avoidance of adverse effects? 
The obvious answer is yes one must avoid adverse effects to these areas -in effect 
another type of SNA. This will “lock” up additional area (although see below as to 
whether any such areas will be identified). 

171. B+LNZ and DINZ submit that this provision should be redrafted. The provision would 
achieve greater gains for highly mobile fauna and better engage landowners by taking 
an education and support approach, rather than a regulatory one. We submit that the 
provision should be redrafted to require councils to provide advice, education, 
information, and support for farmers who might sometimes have highly mobile fauna on 
their properties, to help them understand what that fauna might be and how they can 
provide for those species to persist and thrive. This should not be a regulatory provision 
which has the effect of restricting activities, land use, or locking up land in a third class 
SNA. 

Restoration and enhancement 
172. B+LNZ and DINZ support provision 3.16 in principle, and in part. We seek amendments 

to the provision. 

173. We note and support the provision for non regulatory methods and support, including 
financial support. We seek that this provision be retained. 

174. We note, however that financial support is not recommended for the protection and 
management of existing indigenous biodiversity. We seek that the provision be amended 
to include support for the management of existing indigenous biodiversity. 

175. B+LNZ and DINZ oppose clause (6) of provision 3.16. Restoration as an ecologically 
defined word is an onerous obligation and one which is very hard to achieve in an 
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environment which has been so dramatically altered by human beings, disease, weeds 
and pests. Imposing restoration conditions on resource consents, especially in these 
broad terms, can create conditions that the consent holder cannot afford to meet, or 
which are simply unachievable. We seek that this clause is deleted. 

Increasing indigenous vegetation cover 
176. B+LNZ and DINZ support provision 3.17 in part and opposes it in part, and amendments 

are sought. 

177. We support 3.17(4) and request that that provision be retained. As stated in B+LNZ’s 
submission on the NZBS, indigenous biodiversity is the responsibility of every single 
person in New Zealand, regardless of whether that person is in possession of land or 
not. Promoting this responsibility is part of what is needed to effect the culture shift that 
the draft NZBS hopes to achieve, and every single person in New Zealand who enjoys 
or wants to enjoy the country’s indigenous biodiversity should contribute to it.  

178. The provision as a whole has value because it demonstrates a degree of innovation in 
the way that New Zealand approaches the maintenance and enhancement of 
indigenous biodiversity beyond the (thus far ineffectual) ‘silver bullet’ of locking land up 
in SNAs. It starts to introduce the concept that we all need to contribute to our indigenous 
biodiversity if we would like to continue to enjoy it, and this approach could be used to 
enable a more partnership focussed approach, as required by Hutia Te Rito and 
provision 3.7, to reinforce that sense of responsibility through community action and 
ownership. 

179. We have identified potential issues when read with the rest of the NPSIB, however, and 
for this reason we oppose provision 3.17(5) as it is currently drafted.  

• Unlike urban areas which are likely to see the burden of increased vegetation 
cover shared by all district ratepayers and implemented through public spaces, it 
is very likely that the burden of increasing indigenous vegetation cover will fall on 
individual private land owners in rural areas, at their own private cost and without 
adequate support. This provision should be redrafted to ensure that that support 
is given to rural landowners, and that the costs – one of many that the NPSIB 
introduces – are distributed fairly, with resource and financial assistance provided 
to landowners to achieve the vegetation cover targets.  

• Since the work and cost burden is likely to fall on private landowners in rural areas, 
we are concerned that the lack of a cap in provision 3.17(5) may encourage local 
authorities to be ambitious about what can be achieved at pastoral landowners’ 
expense.  

• Pastoral farm systems in particular face a compounding risk as a result of other 
provisions in the NPSIB because of the bias towards exclusion and loss of use of 
their land. Increasing indigenous vegetation on farm under the proposed 
provisions already discussed above carries a risk of losing more productive land 
to SNAs and areas around SNAs. As discussed above, the failure of provision 3.12 
to meaningfully provide for existing activities and NPSIB’s failure to give effect to 
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provision 3.7 through the rest of the provisions means that this risk is very real. 
With this risk comes with the corresponding reduced productivity, reduced income, 
reduced saleability and land value.  

180. B+LNZ and DINZ submit that provision 3.17(5) be amended as follows (amendments 
underlined, deletions struck through): 

For rural areas, if the assessment indicates an area has less than 10 per cent 
indigenous vegetation cover, the regional council must include in its regional 
policy statement a target (expressed as a percentage figure within a specified 
time) for increasing indigenous vegetation cover in the area, up to 10 per 
cent of the area.  

181. To address the disproportionate burden that provisions 3.6, 3.8, 3.9, 3.13, and 3.15 
propose to place on pastoral farmers while effectively offering exemptions to a number 
of other land uses, and in light of the failure of provision 3.12 to genuinely provide for 
existing uses, and in light of the NPSIB’s failure to give substantive effect to objective 6, 
policy 10, and provision 3.7; we further submit that provision 3.17(6) be amended as 
follows to help more deliver fair, practical, and meaningful policy (amendments 
underlined, deletions struck through): 

For any urban or rural area where the assessment indicates the areas 
already has 10 per cent or more indigenous vegetation cover, the regional 
council may include in its regional policy statement targets (expressed as a 
percentage figure within a specified time) for increasing indigenous 
vegetation cover in the area.  

CONCLUSION 

182. To conclude, B+LNZ and DINZ supports the Government’s intent to maintain and 
enhance indigenous biodiversity. 

183. B+LNZ and DINZ, however, have a number of concerns with the proposals and requests 
further engagement with officials to ensure that the decision that are taken now, which 
will have long-term impacts on the New Zealand economy and in particular on the red 
meat sector and the rural communities and economies the sector supports, are made 
with full understanding of these impacts. 

184. Ultimately, we are concerned that the NPSIB will not achieve its goals for indigenous 
biodiversity, but that it will encourage perverse outcomes and unintended, but serious, 
social and economic losses for pastoral farmers and New Zealand.  

185. Additionally, B+LNZ and DINZ do not believe that the proposed National Policy 
Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity will be effective at maintaining and enhancing 
indigenous biodiversity or, importantly, safeguarding the future of indigenous 
biodiversity for future generations and against the effects of climate change. This is 
because the SNA approach, locking up land that contains indigenous vegetation, fails 
to address the cause of species loss in New Zealand, and serves to disengage 
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landowners from indigenous biodiversity by turning indigenous-pastoral integrated 
landscapes into a liability.  

186. We reiterate our request that the NPSIB be amended as follows:  

• Changes to the Criteria for determining Significant Natural Areas (SNA’s) so that 
only habitats which are ‘threatened’, ‘at risk’, or ‘rare’ are identified, and which 
provide for management responses which can be tailored to the values of the 
habitat in ensuring their ongoing sustainable management; 

• Recognition for the work undertaken by landowners in protecting indigenous 
biodiversity within their farming businesses; 

• Recognition that protection of indigenous habitats can occur hand in hand with 
pastoral based farming systems and that the most effective and efficient approach 
to ongoing successful conservation efforts is to enable the integration of 
biodiversity within these systems; 

• Specific recognition for existing farming activities and the protection of these land 
uses and activities for the future where they currently co-exist with indigenous 
biodiversity; 

• Recognition and empowerment of farm based and catchment based bespoke 
approaches to conservation; 

• Focus on non regulatory methods which work hand in hand with landowner and 
communities rather than prescriptive rules and prohibitions, exclusion, and land 
use grandparenting;  

• Acknowledgement and support, including financial, for current conservation 
activities, and for the sustainable management of existing habitats and species, 
not just where restoration is to be prioritised.     

187. B+LNZ and DINZ believe that without these changes there is a significant risk of 
perverse outcomes and unintended consequences from these proposals.   

188. Our organisations are committed to working with government to achieve a policy 
framework that safeguards the future of indigenous biodiversity in New Zealand. We 
look forward to helping the Ministry for the Environment and the Department of 
Conservation achieve this through policy that recognises, rewards, and incentivises 
biodiversity work on farm. A policy framework that achieves this will empower our 
farmers to continue to be custodians of their land, with the safety to coexist with 
indigenous biodiversity to provide an integrated farming landscape that allows both 
pastoral farmers and indigenous biodiversity to adapt and flourish.  
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INTRODUCTION 

1 Beef + Lamb New Zealand (B+LNZ) welcomes the opportunity to submit its views to the 
Ministry for the Environment (MfE) on the Reforming the New Zealand Emissions 

Trading Scheme: Proposed Settings consultation document. 

2 B+LNZ understands that the Climate Change Response (Emissions Trading Reform) 
Amendment Bill (ETR Bill), which sets the legislative framework for the New Zealand 
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), is currently going through the select committee 
process.  

3 B+LNZ considers it is premature for the Government to consult on the operational 
settings of the ETS through the Reforming the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme: 

Proposed Settings consultation document when the legislative framework has not been 
agreed on or set. 

4 B+LNZ is also concerned by the short timeframes set for the consultation process on 
proposals that will transform the emissions trading legislation, and in turn the impacts 
this legislation will have on the New Zealand economy. B+LNZ is particularly concerned 
that the Government is trading-off careful and robust analysis of legislative and policy 
options to reduce absolute greenhouse gas emissions (particularly emissions of long-
lived gases) and the long-term socio-economic impacts of these proposals on New 
Zealand, for fast-paced action to hastily implement the Zero Carbon Act. 

5 B+LNZ does not believe that what the Government is proposing will deliver the 
environmental outcomes that it seeks to achieve but will result in perverse outcomes 
both environmentally and economically. In B+LNZ’s view a number of proposals that the 
Government is currently consulting New Zealanders on (e.g. climate change, freshwater 
and biodiversity policy) will lead to significant wealth transfer and distributional impacts, 
without delivering sustainable outcomes nor policy frameworks to facilitate climate 
change mitigation and adaptation. 

6 B+LNZ seeks to ensure that policy decisions in different environmental domains are not 
made in isolation from each other, and advocates for integrated environmental 
management. That is policy that achieves multiple positive outcomes on New Zealand’s 
environmental, social, cultural and economic wellbeings, without creating perverse 
outcomes and unintended consequences for sheep and beef farmers and New 
Zealand’s rural communities. 

7 B+LNZ requests MfE officials read this submission in conjunction with the submission 
B+LNZ made on the ETR Bill on 17 January 2020 and the statement it delivered to the 
Environment Select Committee on the ETR Bill on 31 January 2020. Copies of both 
these documents are contained in Appendices I and II to this submission respectively. 
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BACKGROUND 

8 B+LNZ is an industry-good body funded under the Commodity Levies Act through a levy 
paid by producers on all cattle and sheep slaughtered in New Zealand. Its vision is 
‘Profitable farmers, thriving farming communities, valued by all New Zealanders’.  

9 Sheep and beef livestock production is essential to maintaining the vibrancy of rural 
communities and their cultural, societal, and environmental wellbeing, as well as 
contributing regionally and nationally to the country's economic wellbeing. 

10 In 2017-18, the red meat industry accounted for over 92,000 jobs, nearly $12 billion in 
industry value added and $4.6 billion in household income, including flow-on effects. It 
accounts for 4.7 percent of total national employment and over 4 percent of national 
industry value added and household income when flow-on effects are taken into 
account. The contribution of the sector to the national economy in absolute terms is 
substantial.4 

11 Exports from New Zealand’s red meat industry totalled $9.1 billion for the year ended 30 
June 2019 – about 16% of New Zealand’s merchandise goods exports – and we 
estimate domestic sales were around $1.6 billion at retail value.  The sector exports over 
90 per cent of its production and is New Zealand’s largest manufacturing industry. The 
health and wellbeing of the sheep and beef livestock production sector within New 
Zealand is therefore important to the economy of the country, and the ongoing vitality 
and wellbeing of rural communities. 

12 B+LNZ is actively engaged in environmental management, with a particular emphasis 
on building farmers’ capability and capacity to support an ethos of environmental 
stewardship, as part of a vibrant, resilient, and profitable sector based around thriving 
communities. Protecting and enhancing New Zealand's natural capital and economic 
opportunities and the ecosystem services they provide is fundamental to the 
sustainability of the sector and to New Zealand's wellbeing for current and future 
generations. 

13 Sheep and beef farmers are up to the challenge of playing their part in the actions 
needed to achieve New Zealand’s climate change objectives. This is why B+LNZ has, 
through its Environment Strategy, committed to leading the sector to working towards 
being carbon neutral by 2050. 

14 Farmers have an in-built capacity for change. The shifts in the industry following the 
removal of production subsidies in the late 1980s are an extreme example that resulted 
in new farming systems being developed to maximise economic opportunities within the 
constraints of the natural environment. However, the policy changes of the 1980s were 
not without significant costs to the industry, farming businesses, and the rural 
communities they supported. These changes, at the less extreme end, saw sheep and 

 
4 SG Heilbron Economic & Policy Consulting, Economic Impact of the Beef and Lamb Industries in New Zealand, 
Melbourne, January 2020 
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beef farmers adapt to climatic, societal, consumer and regulatory requirements, 
provided there was the flexibility and time to do so. 

15 Since 1990, the number of sheep in New Zealand has reduced by over 50 percent5, 
while the volume of lamb produced is just 8 percent less. This has been achieved 
through a range of improvements as farmers have optimised their businesses to meet 
customer, environmental and farming family needs, including through genetics and 
breeding, feed management, improving reproductive rates, and increased individual 
animal size. These “technology” improvements, which have produced more with fewer 
inputs, have provided eco-efficiency gains. Similarly, the number of beef cattle is around 
20 percent lower than in 1990. These reductions in the number of capital livestock and 
the improvements in productivity have resulted in improvements in environmental 
performance including a more than 20 percent reduction in nitrate leaching per unit of 
saleable product, while the red meat industry has increased the value of its exports by 
83 percent to over $9 billion. 

16 As a result, absolute GHG emissions from the sheep meat sector are about 40 percent 
lower than they were in 1990, for 8 percent less product produced, and 10 percent less 
than 1990 levels for the beef sector including dairy beef. Collectively, the sheep and 
beef livestock production sector’s GHG emissions are 30 percent lower than in 1990. 
The emissions intensity (i.e. emissions per unit of production) has improved (i.e. 
reduced) at an average rate of about 1 percent per year since 1990. However, it is 
important to note that there are biological and biophysical limits to the scale and 
magnitude of eco-efficiency gains that can be accomplished. Further restrictions on 
systems which have already adopted a number of these eco-efficiency changes will 
significantly challenge the ongoing resilience and viability of these businesses. 

17 As Kaitiaki, in aggregate sheep and beef farmers manage 2.8 million6 hectares of native 
habitat, including 1.4 million hectares of native forest. This is the second largest holding 
of native forest and native biodiversity – bettered only by the Crown estate. In some 
regions, such as East Coast, there is more native biodiversity on land that sheep and 
beef farmers manage than in the Crown estate. Added to this is an estimated 180,000 
hectares of forestry blocks on sheep and beef farms. 

18 Sheep and beef farmers take an integrated and holistic view of the sustainable 
management of natural resources. They actively seek solutions that enable and 
empower multiple benefits across New Zealand's range of natural assets including 
biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health, soils, climate, and healthy vibrant communities. 

19 Climate policy and climate adaptation pathways should be transformative in design, 
enabling and empowering individuals and communities to build resilience across all 
wellbeings, including ecosystem services, community and cultural wellbeing, and 
economic wellbeing. While climate policy and adaptation pathways need to provide for 
clear and timebound outcomes to enable business and community certainty including 

 
5 Agricultural Production Statistics, Statistics New Zealand. 
6 Norton D., Pannell J., 2018. Desk-top assessment of native vegetation on New Zealand sheep and beef farms. 
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investment certainty, they will also need to provide carefully crafted frameworks that 
enable flexibility and innovation and provide for business and community adaptation. 

20 As such, it is imperative that domestic climate policy is not created in a silo (in isolation 
from freshwater and biodiversity policy for example), without considering the combined 
impact of multiple policies, and the need to adapt to climate change, rather than just 
focusing on GHG mitigation. Instead, we encourage domestic climate policy to provide 
a transformational policy foundation that will deliver on New Zealand’s climate change 
commitments and enable and empower New Zealand’s sheep and beef farmers to 
continue to build diverse, resilient, productive landscapes for the benefit of all New 
Zealand and in maintaining vibrant thriving communities. 

SPECIFIC SUBMISSION 

21 The following sections detail B+LNZ’s key issues and concerns with the proposals 
contained in the Reforming the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme: Proposed 

Settings consultation document, but also supports some of the proposals. For ease of 
reading and analysis, the submission follows the order of proposals as presented in the 
consultation document. 

The provisional emissions budget 

22 The Government is proposing to set a provisional emissions budget of 354 Mt CO2-e 
over the period 2021–2025, which would require New Zealand to stabilise and then 
reduce net emissions over this period in a straight line towards the Zero Carbon Act 
targets for 2050. 

23 Provided that the ETR Bill is enacted this year, B+LNZ acknowledges the need for a 
provisional emissions budget to be set for the ETS to operate in 2020–21, while the 
Climate Change Commission (CCC) develops its advice to the Government (by 
February 2021) on the first three emissions budgets for the periods 2022–2025, 2026–
2030 and 2031–2035 as required under the Zero Carbon Act. 

24 B+LNZ tentatively supports the ‘straight-line path’ from current levels of emissions to the 
2050, however is concerned that the proposed approach does not adequately reflect the 
split-gas approach taken for the targets in the Zero Carbon Act.  

25 Indeed, this approach implies that emissions from agriculture, in particular short-lived 
emissions of biogenic methane, should reach net zero by 2050, whereas the targets in 
the Zero Carbon Act itself make it clear that they don’t7. 

26 B+LNZ therefore seeks that emissions of short-lived gases from the agriculture sector 
be excluded from the calculation of the provisional emissions budget for the ETS. 

 
7 The Zero Carbon Act contains three separate targets:  

• All greenhouse gases, apart from biogenic methane, to be net zero by 2050 
• Biogenic methane emissions to reduce to 10 percent below 2017 levels by 2030 
• Biogenic methane emissions to reduce to between 24 – 47 percent below 2017 levels by 2050 
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27 Additionally B+LNZ understands from MfE officials8 that the provisional emissions 
budget provided in the consultation material has been calculated on the basis of gross 
and net emissions projections as provided in New Zealand’s Fourth Biennial Report on 
Climate Change, submitted by the Government to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) secretariat on 19 December 2019.9 

28 B+LNZ has some significant concerns about these emissions projections and the 
assumptions used to develop them. In particular, B+LNZ is concerned about the land-
use change modelled for sheep and beef land as outlined in Appendix B of the 4th 
Biennial Report, and implications on forecast stocking rates. B+LNZ requests the 
opportunity to discuss these concerns with MfE and MPI officials in detail, before further 
advice is provided to Ministers on the ETS settings. 

29 Additionally, B+LNZ has further concerns about the Marginal Abatement Cost Curve 
(MACC) analysis that has been published by the Government during this consultation 
process.  

30 The MACC analysis provides an insight for policy thinking based on many given 
assumptions but with no subsequent flow-on consequences analysed. This analysis 
gives a view that New Zealand could be carbon neutral by 2030 by converting all sheep 
and beef farmland to forestry. This outcome, which current policy proposals will 
incentivise and facilitate, would result in significant impacts on the country across 
wellbeings including economic, community, cultural and environmental. In short, it is an 
outcome which would bear significant negative consequences for New Zealand’s 
economy, and which would be devastating for rural communities. 

31 Being carbon neutral with tree offsets is temporary and leaves the obligation to reduce 
fossil fuel CO2 emissions still to be addressed if there a no other society changes 
because of the offset, which simply delays action to actually reduce emissions to later 
generations. 

32 The flow-on consequences from such a move of land-use change would be to remove 
sheep and beef exports at a value of $10 billion of annual export receipts.  Such a move 
would need policy insights to specify alternative low carbon emission activities that 
would replace the annual sheep and beef foreign exchange revenue source.   

33 B+LNZ questions what the alternative to sheep and beef production is to generate $10 
billion of annual export receipts with a low carbon footprint, especially given that pastoral 
agriculture products are predominantly biogenic and cycling existing carbon. 

34 Converting eight million hectares of sheep and beef farmland to exotic forestry would 
increase the log supply 500 percent, which would oversupply the known log market and 
impact adversely on log prices.  Note that ETS- driven tree planting is divorced from log 
market demand.  

 
8 Question asked by B+LNZ at the public consultation meeting in Auckland on Monday 3 February 2020. 
9 Ministry for the Environment. 2019. New Zealand’s Fourth Biennial Report under the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment 
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35 In addition, the potential impacts that large-scale conversions of sheep and beef farms 
will have on strong regional rural communities, landscapes, as well as hazards created 
from poorly harvested forests on rural infrastructure10 and the environment, are all of 
critical concern to B+LNZ. 

36 Further, B+LNZ believes the Government should calculate and present to the public its 
estimate of the impact on New Zealand’s economy of such a major change in land use. 

37 While B+LNZ has noted the heavily caveated nature of the MACC analysis, B+LNZ also 
requests to engage with officials on the findings of the MACC analysis, and on how to 
improve further analysis on marginal abatement opportunities.  

Unit supply settings 

38 The Government is proposing through the ETR Bill to establish an auctioning 
mechanism for the Government to sell New Zealand Units (NZUs) to ETS participants 
with surrender obligations. 

39 The Government is proposing six steps in setting annual NZU auction supply (i.e. the 
volume of NZUs available to be auctioned off to participants every year): 

- Set the ETS cap 

- Consider technical and forestry adjustments 

- Set the annual free allocation volumes 

- Set the annual stockpile reduction volume 

- Set the international unit limit 

- Calculate the remaining available annual auction volume. 

40 The Government says that “the amount of emissions participants can emit is also limited” 
by “limiting the number of NZUs supplied into the scheme”.11 

41 However, this statement is directly contradicted in the following few sentences, which 
state that: 

“the cap does not determine the number of NZUs supplied to foresters 

for carbon absorbed by their forests as their trees. The cap determines 

the total number of units that will be supplied into the scheme, without 

limiting the number of units provided for emissions removals. 

Therefore the cap will limit the emissions produced from sectors 

covered by the ETS, but it does not determine the number of NZUs 

supplied to foresters for carbon absorbed by their forests as they 

grow.” 

 
10 As witnessed in Tolaga Bay in 2018. 
11 Page 33 of the consultation document. 
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42 In B+LNZ’s view, these statements are both contradictory and misleading, because the 
NZUs supplied to participants for the carbon they absorb through their forests will be 
available for ETS participants to purchase on the secondary market, not at auction, at a 
price to be determined by the market (which could differ from the price at auction). 

43 It is therefore B+LNZ’s view that statements around the Government limiting the amount 
of emissions that ETS participants can emit do not hold true, as participants will be able 
to purchase NZUs from other participants on the secondary market to meet their 
surrender obligations even if they fail to purchase these at auction. 

44 In its submission on the ETR Bill, B+LNZ called for the Environment Select Committee 
to include controls in the primary legislation that would limit the volume of NZUs available 
for forestry sequestration, and in turn limit the volume of NZUs from forestry available to 
ETS participants. 

45 B+LNZ notes that several submitters to the Environment Select Committee on the ETR 
Bill have made related comments on gaps in the proposed legislation to provide for 
controls to be established on the volume of forestry offsets available in the scheme. This 
includes a comment from one of the newly appointed Climate Change Commissioners, 
who stated that “if the Government of the day wished to manage the proportion of 
forestry removals, that switch is also not identified in the ETR Bill”.12 

46 B+LNZ notes that other emissions trading systems around the world have introduced 
limits on the volume of offsets available to participants to use to meet their surrender 
obligations. For example, in the California Cap-and-Trade Program, entities with 
compliance obligations (i.e. participants with surrender obligations) can offset their 
emissions up to a limit of 8 percent of their compliance obligations. Additionally, from 
2021 the share of offsets that can be used to fulfil compliance obligations in that scheme 
will reduce to 4 percent for 2021 to 2025 and will remain at 6 percent thereafter. 
Furthermore, these quantitative limits are complemented by qualitative limits, which 
basically constrain the origin of offsets/credits to different project types (e.g. US forest 
projects, urban forest projects, livestock projects etc). 

47 B+LNZ requests the Government to seek urgent advice from the CCC on the type of 
limits that could be introduced in the New Zealand emissions trading legislation and in 
the ETS operational settings on the volume of forestry offsets available to ETS 
participants in the scheme. In particular, the Government should seek urgent advice on: 

- Limiting the amount forestry offsets that can be used by ETS participants to 
meet their surrender obligations, akin to the California scheme 

- Restricting the amount of NZUs distributed by the Government to forestry 
participants 

 
12 Commissioner Leining, appearance before the Environment Select Committee on the Emissions Trading Reform 
Bill, Monday 17 January 2020. 
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- Including qualitative limits on the origin of NZUs available for surrender 
obligations (for example, from native plant regeneration projects). 

48 It is B+LNZ’s view that limits on the volume of NZUs from forestry sequestration available 
to participants to offset their emissions would lead to a more effective emissions trading 
mechanism by truly capping the ETS and achieving actual, real, reductions of gross 
emissions. 

49 Such limits would also help alleviate some of the concerns B+LNZ expressed in its 
submission on the ETR Bill on incentives for large-scale afforestation of plantation 
forestry and carbon forests, and their flow-on socio-economic impacts on sheep and 
beef farmers and the rural communities they are integrally a part of (also see section on 
“impacts” of this submission below). 

50 B+LNZ therefore seeks for provisions to be included in the ETR Bill that would enable 
the Minister of the day to restrict the amount of offsets that participants can use to meet 
their surrender obligations, and to restrict the number of NZUs that are provided to 
participants for their forestry activities every year. The volume or quantity of NZUs 
provided annually by the Government to participants for their eligible forestry activities 
could then be set through regulations. B+LNZ recommends that two sub-bullet points be 
added to Section 30GB(2)(a) of the proposed ETR Bill that would read “(iv) the number 
of New Zealand Units from eligible forestry activities that can be used by participants to 
meet their surrender obligations” and “(v) the number of New Zealand units that are 
provided to participants for eligible forest activities” respectively. 

Setting the annual stockpile reduction volume 

51 B+LNZ supports the Government’s intent to reduce the annual stockpile of NZUs, 
primarily because the stockpile of NZUs held in private accounts has the potential to 
impact the NZU price at a level that will not incentivise real, actual reductions of gross 
emissions from participants. 

52 B+LNZ notes however that the current calculations of the stockpile are based on NZUs 
held in private accounts at June 2019. B+LNZ has gathered information over the past 
18 months that suggests approximately 60,000 hectares of new forest plantings have 
occurred on sheep and beef farmland. B+LNZ therefore asks officials to consider the 
impact NZUs obtained through recent forest plantings will have on the stockpile of NZUs 
before finalising their advice to the Government. 

53 It is also not evident from the consultation document whether or not officials have 
forecast the impact of projected increased rates of afforestation, correlated with the 
change to averaging rules for forestry accounting and the ability for forestry participants 
to bank NZUs supplied to them by the Government, on the volume of the stockpile in the 
future. 
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Price controls 

54 The Government is proposing to establish some price controls on the price of NZUs 
available at auction. The Government is not proposing to intervene on the price of NZUs 
available through the secondary market. 

55 To do this, the Government is proposing to introduce an NZU ‘price floor’ that will work 
by placing a reserve price of $20/NZU below which NZUs will not be sold at auction. The 
CCC may recommend changes to this price floor in early 2021. 

56 The Government is also proposing to introduce a new ‘price ceiling’ mechanism know 
as a ‘cost containment reserve’. This cost containment reserve will work by releasing an 
additional number of NZUs onto the market if a trigger price of $50/NZU is hit at auction. 

57 Additionally, and as an interim measure until the end of 2021, the Government also 
proposes amending the legislation to increase the fixed price option for NZUs from $25 
to $35/NZU for surrender obligations for 2020 activities. 

58 Therefore, the potential range of prices of NZUs available at auction for 2020 to 2025 is 
$20-50 per NZU.  

59 B+LNZ notes “the trigger price (i.e. 50$/NZU) is set as a back-up mechanism to ensure 
NZU prices do not reach a level that would have severe negative impacts on households 
and the economy”.13 

60 B+LNZ analysis suggest that without constraints put on the volume of forestry offsets, a 
carbon price gradually rising to $50/tCO2-e would lead to large areas of sheep and beef 
farmland being converted to carbon forestry and therefore would indeed have severe 
negative impacts on the economy, particularly in terms of decreased annual export 
receipts from sheep and beef meat and all the products derived from sheep and cattle. 
In addition, while these impacts will be significant at a national scale, they would be 
crippling on economic and community wellbeing at a regional scale, as some areas will 
be much more severely impacted than others.    

61 B+LNZ acknowledges that these proposals for a price ceiling for NZUs are necessary in 
order to avoid over-inflated NZU prices in the market, but B+LNZ is concerned by the 
NZU price envisaged by the proposal. While it is uncertain whether and/or when NZU 
prices through auctions and the secondary market will rise to these levels, it is fair to 
assume that NZU prices will rise towards these levels in the next few years. This would 
result in sheep and beef farming becoming unviable compared to plantation forestry and 
carbon farming, in particular in the hill country. 

62 B+LNZ research and analysis shows that at current price levels, afforestation and 
carbon farming are already difficult for sheep and beef farmers to compete with in some 
regions/situations. An increasing NZU price would result in more conversions of pastoral 
farmland to forestry.  

 
13 Statement on page 59 of the consultation document. 
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63 To expand, B+LNZ’s modelling at a 6% discount rate and NZU price at $25/tCO2-e, 
carbon farming with no log harvest, has a Net Present Value (NPV) of $6,860 per ha at 
year 30, which nearly equates to the “profitability” of North Island Hill Country Sheep 
and Beef Farms, which on average have a NPV of $7,400 per ha.14 B+LNZ’s analysis is 
that the break-even with pastoral Hill Country farming is a price for NZUs of $26.70/tCO2-
e. At $50/tCO2-e, the NPV of “carbon farming” is $14,810 per ha, which is twice that of 
the average for pastoral hill country farming. This implies all farmers with below average 
“profitability” would be driven out of business.  

64 It is however important to note that these outcomes are the result of policy signals and 
interventions (e.g. incentives for large-scale afforestation) and are not driven by hill 
country farming being unprofitable. This is a common misconception that is important 
for policy and decision-makers to understand as demonstrated in Insert 1 below. 

65 It is also important to understand that the value a farm brings to a region is more than 
what is expressed when a simple metric is considered such as profit. For example, a 
BakerAg study commissioned by B+LNZ in the Wairoa District shows that sheep and 
beef properties contribute more than 3 times the number of jobs to local employment 
than plantation forestry, and 7 times more jobs than carbon farming. The same study 
shows that sheep and beef farming contributes 3 times more direct local expenditure 
than plantation forestry, and more than 10 times more than carbon farming.15  

66 In addition, farmers and landowners make business decisions that are not just profit 
driven. For example, some farmers will reinvest in their farm by making decisions in 
relation to environmental protection, such as the protection and enhancement of 
indigenous biodiversity. 

Analysis: Hill Country Farms, profitability and carbon farming 

B+LNZ’s Economic Service Sheep and Beef farm survey classifies land in different farm 
classes. There are three Hill Country Farm Classes in the survey, whose size varies with 
steepness of their average contour, altitude, rainfall and seasonal grass growth patterns that 
combine to dictate livestock management practices. 

The Farm Class 2 South Island Hill Country farms are the largest of the three Farm Classes 
and the most extensive in terms of stock units per hectare (SU/ha) of grazing land. For 2017-
18, Farm Profit before Tax averaged $269,250 per farm or $171 per hectare of grazing land. 

The Farm Class 3 North Island Hard Hill Country farms are generally steep in contour. Farm 
Profit before Tax averaged $212,930 per farm in 2017-18, which was $260 per hectare of 
grazing land. 

The Farm Class 4 North Island Hill Country farms are the most numerous types of sheep and 
beef farms, totalling 3,055. These farms are smaller and reported a Farm Profit before Tax of 
$143,650 per farm on average, which was $342 per hectare of grazing land. Of the three hill 

 
14 Net Present Value of Earnings before Interest Rent Tax and management paid or imputed (EBITRm) 
15 BakerAg, 2019, Socio-Economic Impacts of Large-Scale Afforestation on Rural Communities in the Wairoa 
District. 
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country Farm Classes, these farms have the highest average per-hectare profitability of the 
three. 

The steeper, more extensive Farm Classes are larger to be able to support farm family 
businesses, which can be more variable in profitability than easier hill country that usually has 
more livestock management options. 

In terms of the ETS, an alternative activity to livestock farming on hill country could be carbon 

farming for emissions trading in the ETS. 

The table below compares hill country livestock farming with non-harvest carbon farming 
forestry over a 30-year time period on a Net Present Value (NPV) basis. Treasury’s 6 percent 
discount rate is used and NZU prices of $25 per tonne and $50 per tonne of CO2 sequestered 
in trees are the key parameters. 

The NPVs for both Sheep and Beef farming and carbon farming are calculated on an Earnings 
before Interest, Rent, Tax and paid management actual or imputed (EBITRm), i.e. the farm 
business is standardised to be debt-free, freehold and owner-operator. 

The table shows that, at a NZU price of $25/tCO2e, carbon farming is slightly more profitable 
than livestock farming for the Farm Class 2 South Island Hill Country and Farm Class 3 North 
Island Hard Hill Country, but Farm Class 4 North Island Hill Country is slightly more profitable 
than carbon farming. 

At a NZU price of $50/tCO2e, carbon farming is 100-160 percent more profitable than the 
average for livestock farming. 

 

It is important to note the long-term implications of converting land to ETS forestry. Once land 
is planted in trees and registered for the ETS there is little outlay other than rates, some 
Repairs and Maintenance (“R&M”, primarily maintaining fences) and ensuring the quality of 
the trees is maintained to maximise revenue if harvested.  

At maturity though, under ETS rules the land in trees is committed to remain in trees, though 
rates payment and R&M of the forest and land remains the responsibility of the landowner.  
The land-value of an area in mature trees without ETS NZU payments will reflect its nil earning 
ability and will be low for this reason. 

Insert 1: B+LNZ Economic Services analysis using data from the B+LNZ Economic Service Sheep and Beef Farm 
Survey 
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67 B+LNZ’s view is therefore that the types of policy signals sent and proposed by the 
Government effectively distort markets and are driving to intentional significant land-use 
changes. B+LNZ is strongly concerned about this prospect, particularly because the 
material supporting the proposal fails to include any analysis of the social and economic 
impacts on both current and future generations that are likely to occur as a result of the 
$25 fixed price option being removed and uncertainty about the volume of NZUs that will 
be available for forestry offsets. 

Impacts section of the discussion document: concerns over land-use 

changes and impacts on farmers and rural communities 

68 As expressed in its written submission and oral presentation to the Environment Select 
Committee on the ETR Bill, B+LNZ is deeply concerned with the significant incentives 
the ETR Bill and ETS operational settings will provide for large-scale afforestation of 
plantation forestry and carbon forests on profitable sheep and beef farmland, and the 
flow-on impacts these land-use changes will have on farming families and rural 
communities.  

69 These concerns have been compounded by the fact that to date the Government has 
provided little evidence or analysis on quantifying and/or qualifying the socio-economic 
impacts of these legislative and policy proposals on regions and communities. This is 
despite the fact that the Government is now clearly stating that significant land-use 
changes will occur on sheep and beef farms in the short- to medium-term as a result of 
these proposals: 

“Impacts that the emissions price has on land-use change, such as 

conversion of farm land to forestry, have the potential to be material. 

The level of sequestration that could be achieved by planting 

commercial forestry is significant. The most likely changes in the short- 

to medium-term are the conversion of sheep and beef farming land to 

forestry.  

The scale of such conversions and associated unit supply into the ETS 

are potentially large in comparison with New Zealand’s gross 

emissions. As such, the price at which conversion to forestry becomes 

cost-effective could set the emissions price in New Zealand for many 

years.”
 16 

70 The document then goes on to say that: 

“Further discussions about impacts on land-use change and the effect 

of forestry offsets on ETS emissions prices need to take place. The 

Climate Change Commission has been given a mandate within the 

development of its emissions budgets to consider the role that forestry 

should play in helping us to meet our future emissions budgets” 

 
16 This is evidence on pages 68-69 of the consultation document. 
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71 B+LNZ judges it unacceptable that the Government simply states that these policy 
proposals are likely to have significant impacts on the sheep and beef sector, without 
quantifying or qualifying these statements, and simply stating that “further discussions 

are required”. B+LNZ questions how decision-makers, stakeholders and New 
Zealanders can be expected to make informed submissions when evidence of such 
impacts – benefits, costs and probabilities/risks – is not presented in consultation 
material, or in regulatory impact material that is legally required to support policy and 
legislation proposals. B+LNZ believes that if implemented these proposals will result in 
disproportionate impacts on extensive farming systems in relation to more intensive 
systems, and which are in excess of their environmental effects. These proposals will 
distort market signals and drive significant shifts in land-uses around New Zealand. 

72 B+LNZ recognises that the ETS is currently New Zealand’s main instrument to control 
GHG emissions and help achieve the international commitments that New Zealand has 
made. However, as currently proposed and with no constraint on the volume of forestry 
offsets available to participants in the scheme, the ETS settings will assist those entities 
that emit high levels of carbon dioxide to offset their emissions through forestry, rather 
than making significant reductions in their absolute gross emissions. As such, we believe 
the ETS will not put in place a policy framework that will drive absolute reductions in 
GHG emissions from the use of fossil fuels. 

73 Converting land, in particular good pastoral land, to forestry to offset carbon dioxide 
emissions is only a short-term solution, but one which carries significant risks for 
farmers, rural communities, the local economies they support, and to the environment. 
As stated by the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, this short-term 
solution could be at the expense of delaying serious action on reducing gross carbon 
dioxide emissions. Yet these forest ‘sinks’ are themselves vulnerable to the damage 
climate change is expected to inflict.17 NIWA is for example forecasting a 400-fold 
increase for fire risk with large-scale afforestation of exotic species.18 

74 Additionally, New Zealand is a small economy by global standards that depends on trade 
and access to world products for its standard of living. While New Zealand is similar to 
other developed economies in that the service sector accounts for around 80 per cent 
of its GDP, the Primary Sector accounts for around 8 per cent of the New Zealand 
economy and 11 per cent is in the secondary-manufacturing sectors, which includes 
meat and wool processing. 

75 Within the Primary Sector, the red meat sector (livestock production and red meat 
processing) contributed 4.7 per cent to GDP in 2018. This is not trivial. It was the 10th 
largest of 31 sectors in the economy. The nine sectors larger than Agriculture were all 
in the Service Sector. 

76 B+LNZ notes that the Government’s latest19 projections of the country’s GHG emissions 
assume that sheep, beef and deer farmland will reduce by nearly 20% from current 

 
17 Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 2019. Farms, forests and fossil fuels: 

The next great landscape transformation? Wellington. 
18 Climate Change Risk Assessment and Adaptation workshop, Wellington, 2019. 
19 Ministry for the Environment, 2019. New Zealand’s Fourth Biennial Report to the United Nations Framework on 
Climate Change. 
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levels by 2035 (from approximately 8.3 million hectares to 6.9 million hectares), and the 
area of annual afforestation will increase by 330–670% (depending on scenarios) over 
the same timeframe (from 6,500 hectares in 2017 to 28,000–50,000 hectares in 2035). 

77 Overall, a 20% decrease in sheep, beef and deer grazing area would cut annual export 
receipts by $2.2 billion at 2018-19 export prices – $1.4 billion at the farm gate (62%) and 
$0.8 billion (38%) added value from farm to export or local use at export prices (i.e. 
domestic-use excluding retail margins).20 

78 Yet, B+LNZ has not seen any information or analysis from the Government quantifying 
its expectations of: 

- Which regions of the country would be affected by these land-use changes; 

- The magnitude of the impacts in those regions; 

- The socio-economic benefits and costs that land-use changes of this scale will 
bring to pastoral farming families, the rural communities and economies they 
are part of; 

- The socio-economic benefits and costs that land-use changes of this scale will 
bring to New Zealand; 

- The risks that such a heavy emphasis on short-term offsets could create for 
long-term shifts in carbon emissions. 

- The risk from switching $2.2 billion of overseas exchange earnings being 
replaced with NZD-denominated NZUs and the flow-on impact to social 
wellbeing, e.g. higher imported fuel prices in NZD terms may reduce fuel 
consumption but will make imported battery cars dearer. 

79 For the reasons in this submission, B+LNZ considers the analysis that supports the ETS 
settings proposals is inadequate. 

80 B+LNZ requests the Government urgently establishes a forum that Ministers attend to 
discuss the socio-economic impacts of these proposals on sheep and beef farmers and 
the rural communities and economies they support. 

81 Note that B+LNZ has commissioned some analysis which examines the effects of policy 
changes on New Zealand’s regional areas on aspects like unemployment and income. 
The preliminary results suggest there is significant variation between regions. We would 
welcome the opportunity to share the results with officials and Ministers when they are 
available. 

 
20 Statistics New Zealand 2017 Agricultural Census, Sheep, Beef and Deer grazed areas plus crop area usually 
grazed by livestock within crop rotations. 
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CONCLUSION 

82 To conclude, B+LNZ supports the Government’s intent to amend the emissions trading 
legislation and the operational setting of the Emissions Trading Scheme where it will 
lead to real, absolute reductions of gross carbon dioxide emissions. 

83 B+LNZ however has a number of concerns with the proposals and requests further 
engagement with officials to ensure that the decision that are taken now, and which will 
have long-term impacts on the New Zealand economy and in particular on the sheep 
and beef sector and the rural communities and economies the sector supports, are made 
with full understanding of these impacts. 

84 B+LNZ is particularly concerned about the short timeframes for consultation on the 
emissions trading legislation, as this legislation is technical, intricate and complex. 
B+LNZ also questions the timing of the consultation on the ETS operational settings, 
without having full clarity on where the legislation (the ETR Bill) will land. 

85 B+LNZ supports the Government’s intent of setting a provisional emissions budget 
should the ETR Bill be enacted before the Climate Change Commission provides its 
advice on the first three emissions budgets under the Zero Carbon Act.  

86 However, B+LNZ is disappointed that the proposed approach for the provisional 
emissions budget does not reflect the split-gas approach taken for the targets under the 
Zero Carbon Act, and asks the Government to reconsider this approach. 

87 Additionally, B+LNZ does not believe that the ETS will be effective at reducing absolute 
emissions of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel use if no restrictions are placed on the 
volume of emissions that can be offset through carbon sequestration. B+LNZ reiterates 
its request for limits to be placed on a) the volume of emissions that ETS participants 
can offset by using NZUs from forestry activities, and b) restrictions on the annual 
amount of NZUs that the Government provides to participants for forestry activities. 

88 B+LNZ believes that without these limits there is a significant risk of perverse outcomes 
and unintended consequences from these proposals. As currently presented, these 
proposals will provide huge incentives for large tracts of New Zealand’s landscapes to 
be converted to plantation forestry and carbon farming activities. These land-use 
changes will be to the detriment of sheep and beef farmers, and the rural communities 
and economies they are integrally a part of. 

89 B+LNZ is extremely concerned by the lack of analysis provided in the consultation 
material on the reform of the ETS in New Zealand on the impacts that New Zealand can 
expect on its economy, society, and its way of life. B+LNZ requests to be able to urgently 
engage with officials on these issues, before final decisions are made on legislation that 
will be transformative for New Zealand. 
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ABOUT BEEF + LAMB NEW ZEALAND LTD 

90 Beef + Lamb New Zealand (B+LNZ) is the farmer-owned organisation representing New 
Zealand’s sheep and beef farmers. It is the organisation with the legal mandate to speak 
on behalf of New Zealand sheep and beef farmers. B+LNZ is funded under the 
Commodity Levies Act 1990 through a levy paid by producers on all cattle and sheep 
commercially slaughtered in New Zealand. B+LNZ’s purpose is to provide insights and 
actions that drive tangible impact for farmers. 

91 The contact for this submission is: 

Corina Jordan 
Environment Strategy Manager 
Beef + Lamb New Zealand 
Phone: 027 202 7337 
Email: Corina.Jordan@beeflambnz.com 
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APPENDIX 1:   

Submission to the Environment Select Committee on the  
Climate Change Response (Emissions Trading Reform) Amendment Bill 
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APPENDIX 2:  

Statement delivered by B+LNZ to the Environment Select Committee on 
the Climate Change Response  

(Emissions Trading Reform) Amendment Bill 
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INTRODUCTION  

1. Good afternoon, thank you for the opportunity to talk in support of our 

written submission on the Emissions Trading Reform Bill. My name is 

Cros Spooner, I am the Chief Operating Officer for Beef and Lamb New 

Zealand. I have Dylan Muggeridge, Environment Policy Manager – North 

Island, accompanying me today. 

2. B+LNZ is an industry-good body funded under the Commodity Levies Act 

through a levy paid by producers on all cattle and sheep slaughtered in New 

Zealand. Our vision is ‘Profitable farmers, thriving farming communities, 

valued by all New Zealanders’. 

3. Our organization is actively engaged in environmental management, with 

a particular emphasis on building farmers’ capability and capacity to 

support an ethos of environmental stewardship, as part of a vibrant, 

resilient, and profitable sector based around thriving communities.  

4. Our farmers have strong environmental credentials already. Collectively, 

the sheep and beef sector’s greenhouse emissions are 30% lower than in 

1990, and the emissions intensity (emissions per kg of product) has 

improved at the average rate of about 1% per year since 1990. Additionally, 

sheep and beef farmers manage 2.8 million hectares of native habitat, 

including 1.4 million hectares of native forest between them. This is the 

second largest holding of native forest and native biodiversity – bettered 

only by the Crown estate. 

5. Protecting and enhancing New Zealand's natural capital and economic 

opportunities and the ecosystem services they provide is fundamental to 

the sustainability of the sector and to New Zealand's wellbeing for current 

and future generations. 
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6. We will take our written submission as read by members. However, there 

are a number of points that we want to emphasise here today – I will hand 

over to Dylan to talk to these.  

FEEDBACK ON THE BILL  

7. Firstly, B+LNZ supports changes to the emissions trading legislation that 

will lead to actual reductions of carbon dioxide emissions by ETS 

participants. This is in line with our position that actual, real reductions of 

carbon dioxide from fossil-fuel users across the economy are required, as 

recognised by science. 

8. Reducing absolute emissions of carbon dioxide is critical for New Zealand 

to meet the 2050 target of reducing emissions of long-lived gases to net 

zero—and we acknowledge that a number of amendments contained in this 

Bill – including removing the $25 fixed price option, and introducing a cap 

on emissions covered by the ETS—should in theory lead to reductions of 

gross carbon dioxide emissions, which we welcome. 

9. We are however very concerned about provisions in this Bill that will 

provide significant incentives for fossil fuel users to simply offset their 

emissions of carbon dioxide through large-scale afforestation of plantation 

forestry, and investments into carbon farming. We do not believe these 

types of incentives will serve New Zealand right in achieving the climate 

change objectives set by the Government, and the contribution New 

Zealand needs to make to the global effort. They are likely to simply enable 

New Zealand to continue to buy its way out of de-carbonisation. 

10. Offsetting carbon emissions is only a short-term solution, and one which 

carries significant risks for farmers, rural communities, the local 

economies they support, and the environment. 
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11. As stated by the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment last 

year, this short-term solution is at the expense of delaying serious action 

on reducing gross carbon dioxide emissions. In addition, these forest sinks 

are themselves vulnerable to the damage climate change is expected to 

inflict, including increased risks of large-scale fires. 

12. It is in our view essential that restrictions are placed on the amount of 

carbon dioxide that can be offset through the ETS in order to achieve New 

Zealand’s climate change commitments and to ensure the social, economic, 

and environmental wellbeing of our rural communities. We therefore 

request the select committee to introduce provisions that will limit the 

volume of carbon dioxide emissions that can be offset through the scheme. 

13. Large-scale afforestation of plantation forests and carbon farming, by their 

very nature, bring with them some significant land-use changes. We are 

extremely concerned that this will be to the detriment of our farmers, and 

the rural communities they are integrally part of.  

14. A recent case study we commissioned in the Wairoa District shows that the 

land-use change from sheep and beef farming to plantation forestry and 

carbon farming would have some significant impacts on local employment 

and direct local expenditure.21  

15. We are disappointed and concerned about the lack of analysis that has been 

provided by government agencies on the expected socio-economic impacts 

from the land-use changes we can expect to see arising from this Bill, and 

from other environmental policy and legislation currently considered by 

the Government, for example on freshwater and biodiversity management. 

 
21 sheep and beef farming generates 7.4 jobs per annum per thousand hectares, compared to 2.2 jobs per 

year per thousand hectares for forestry (excluding the year of harvest). In addition, sheep and beef 
farming in that district generates a regular direct local expenditure of $316,000 per annum per 1,000ha 
compared to $107,000 per year per 1000ha for plantation forestry, and $27,500 per year for carbon 
farming. 
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16. We note that through the Zero Carbon Act both the Minister for Climate 

Change and the newly established Climate Change Commission must have 

regard to the following matters, in section 5ZC of the Act: 

a. The likely impact of actions to achieve an emissions budget and the 

2050 target; 

b. The distribution of those impacts across regions and communities of 

New Zealand, from generation to generation; and 

c. The implications, or potential implications, of land-use change for 

communities. 

17. We do not believe that due consideration has been given to these matters 

before this Bill was introduced for its first reading. 

18. We therefore ask this select committee, before it concludes its deliberations 

on this Bill, to urgently request the Minister to task the Climate Change 

Commission to provide advice on: 

a. The likely impacts of the ETR Bill and changes to the ETS, as the 

ETS is the Government’s key action that will help achieve the 2050 

target; 

b. The distribution of those impacts across regions and communities of 

New Zealand from generation to generation; and 

c. The implications, or potential implications, of land-use change 

arising from this Bill and from changes to the ETS for communities. 

19. We also encourage this select committee to request additional information 

from officials on the expected socio-economic impacts of this Bill on 

farmers and rural communities, as well as the cumulative impacts of 

climate change, freshwater and biodiversity policy before it concludes it 

work. 
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FEEDBACK ON HE WAKA EKE NOA  

20. B+LNZ welcomed the Government’s decision in October 2019 to select 

He Waka Eke Noa – the primary sector climate change commitment – as 

the preferred approach to managing GHG emissions from the agriculture 

sector. 

21. We wish to reiterate our commitment to He Waka Eke Noa and to making 

rapid progress on its implementation. We therefore welcome the 

introduction of He Waka Eke Noa into this Bill. 

22. We also reiterate our disappointment, which was expressed at the time of 

the Government’s announcement to include ‘backstop’ provisions in the 

ETR Bill, with the proposed introduction of agriculture into the ETS should 

the Government judge that insufficient progress has been achieved on the 

implementation of He Waka Eke Noa by 2022. B+LNZ opposes these 

changes and requests the Select Committee remove these provisions from 

the Bill.  

23. We confirm our opposition to agriculture being brought into the ETS, 

particularly as He Waka Eke Noa offers a unique opportunity to designing 

and implementing a pricing mechanism that is practical and cost-effective 

for reducing agricultural emissions at the farm level by 2025.  

24. We provided some specific suggestions in our written submission to 

improve provisions on He Waka Eke Noa which we invite the select 

committee to consider.  

25. One particular point we wish to emphasise however, is that we consider 

the ability of our farmers to be able to recognise the sequestration that is 

happening on-farm, from vegetation and land parcels that do not meet the 

definition of a forest under the ETS, as being a key to the success of He 

Waka Eke Noa. We have therefore made some specific wording 

suggestions in our submission to ensure that appropriate methodologies are 
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developed as part of He Waka Eke Noa to recognise on-farm sequestration 

from different types of vegetation. 

CONCLUSION  

26. To recap, we support the policy intent of this Bill to amend the ETS where 

it leads to absolute reductions of carbon dioxide from fossil-fuel users. 

27. However, B+LNZ has significant concerns about the incentives this 

legislation will provide for ETS participants to simply offset their carbon 

dioxide emissions through sequestration from forestry, rather than actually 

reducing those emissions. In our view this is inconsistent with the 

Government’s policy objectives on climate change, and also with the long-

term efforts New Zealand has to make to contribute to the global effort on 

climate change. 

28.  We therefore request the select committee to introduce provisions that will 

limit the volume of carbon dioxide emissions that can be offset through the 

scheme. 

29. We believe this legislation will lead to significant amounts of land-use 

changes in New Zealand’s rural areas, which are likely to be devastating 

for the sheep and beef sector and for the rural communities our farmers are 

integrally a part of. 

30. We are disappointed by the lack of supporting analysis and material on the 

expected amounts of land-use changes, and on the socio-economic impacts 

these land-use changes are expected to have on rural communities across 

New Zealand. We urge the select committee to request further information 

on these impacts from officials, and from the Climate Change Commission, 

consistent with requirements under the Zero Carbon Act.  

31. Finally, we thank you for the opportunity to submit on behalf of sheep and 

beef farmers today, and remain available to assist the select committee with 

its deliberations on this Bill over the course of the next few months. 


